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Capital
Budgeting
Flow of this Chapter
 Types of projects
 Capital budgeting principles
 Tools of Capital budgeting
 Capital Rationing
 Discounting CF in inflationary environment
 Evaluating projects with unequal lives
 Hillier’s Risk Model
 RADR and Certainty Equivalent Approach
 Sensitivity and Simulation Analysis
 Decision Tree Analysis
 Real Options - Types and Valuation

Project Report – Contents
 Economy and Industry analysis and present production and demand
 Raw Material and product by product survey
 Production Process
 Location of Plant
 Details of water, power ,fuel
 Effluents – Type of effluents their treatment and disposal
 Cost of Production and Cost of Project
 Details of capital structure
 Profitability for five years after the commissioning of the project should be
done in the prescribed format
 Cash flow statement and payback period should be worked out for the
project
 Technical feasibility and financial viability should be discussed in detail
 Organization and Management
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Advantages of Project Report
 Lays objectives in various spheres of business
 Evaluates the objectives in the right perspective
 Identifies constraints on resources viz. man power, equipment, financial
and technological
 Way for management to seek financial assistance from financial institutions
and banks
 Projected profitability and cash flows, production schedule and targets as
laid down in the project will be useful for post implementation analysis
Capital Budgeting Projects
 Replacement projects to maintain the business
 Replacement projects for cost reduction.
 Expansion projects.
 New product or market development.
 Mandatory projects.
 Pet management projects.
Capital Budgeting Projects
 Independent Vs Mutually Exclusive projects
 Project Sequencing
 Unlimited funds v/s Capital rationing
Capital budgeting – Key Principles
 Decisions are based on cash flows, not accounting income
 Cash flows are based on opportunity costs
 Sunk Costs are not considered
 Externalities should be considered
 Positive Externality
 Negative Externality (Cannibalization)
 Timing of cash flows is important
 Cash flows are analyzed on an after tax basis
 Financing costs are reflected in the project’s required rate of return
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Cash Flow Estimation and Analysis
 Needed to calculate NPV or IRR of a project
 Two types of cash flows
 Relevant Cash Flows – Come about as a direct consequence of the
decision to take up a certain project
 Irrelevant Cash Flows – Come about regardless of whether the
proposed action is taken
 Focus should be only on the incremental cash flows (difference between
the cash flows with and without the project)
 Relevant Cash Flows classified as
 Initial investment
 Operating Cash Flow
 Terminal Cash Flow
Initial Investment
 Amount of money the firm has to spend to get the project started.
 Involves cost of putting up a new building, new furniture, new light fixtures.
 Other costs the manager has to be aware of
 Sunk Cost – Cost that has been incurred before making the decision for
the projects under consideration. Should not be included in the decision
making process.
 Opportunity cost – What the firm gives up if a particular project is
undertaken.
 Installed Costs of the new assets – How much the firm paid for the
assets and how much it cost to install them.
 Working Capital – Firm will need more working capital if it starts new
projects. WC is not affected by taxes.
Operating Cash Flow
 Deal with only incremental cash flow
 Depreciation is an important expense as we get tax benefit on it, this is
known as Depreciation tax shield given by : Tax Rate X Depreciation
 After tax operating cash flows can be calculated as
 CF= (∆R - ∆C - ∆D) * (1-t) + ∆D = (∆R - ∆C) * (1-t) + ∆D*t
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Terminal Cash Flow
 When the project is terminated and assets related are sold any change in
NWC will be recaptured
 Firm will have to determine the difference between the assets sale price
and the then existing undepreciated tax book value and the firm will be
taxed based on that difference
Zero date of a project
 Start point from where the completion of the project will be counted
 Means that all the formalities such as company formation, infrastructure
arrangement, finance tie-up, regulatory compliances are completed before
this point
 All pre-project activities are to be completed before this date which
includes:
 Identification, determination of plant capacity
 Selection of technical expertise
 Location and Selection of plant site
 Manpower planning
 Financial Scheduling
Tools of Capital budgeting
 NPV
 IRR
 Modified IRR
 Payback Period
 Discounted Payback Period
 Profitability Index
Net Present Value (NPV)
CF1
CF2
CFn
NPV = CF0 +
+
+
⋯
.
+
=
(1 + k)1 (1 + k)2
(1 + k)n

n

t=0

CFt
(1 + k)t

Where
CFo = The initial investment outlay ( a negative cash flow)
CFt = after –tax cash flow at time t
K = required rate of return for project
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NPV – Advantages & Disadvantages
 Advantages
 Direct measure of expected increase in firm value
 Theoretically the best method
 Disadvantages
 Does not include any consideration of the size of the project
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
The IRR is also the discount rate for which the NPV of a project is equal to zero
NPV = 0 = CFo +
n

=
t=0

CF1
CF2
CFn
+
+
⋯
+
(1 + IRR)1 (1 + IRR)2
(1 + IRR)n
CFt
(1 + IRR)t

If…
IRR> cost of capital

IRR< cost of capital

IRR=cost of capital

This means that…
The investment is
expected to increase
shareholder wealth
The investment is
expected to decrease
shareholder wealth
The investment is
expected not to change
shareholder wealth

And you…
Should accept the
project.
Should reject the project.

Should be indifferent
between accepting or
rejecting the project.

IRR – Advantages & Disadvantages
 Advantages
 Measures profitability as a percentage, showing return on each dollar
invested
 Provides information on the margin of safety, which NPV does not
 Disadvantages
 Conflicting rankings for mutually exclusive projects
 Multiple IRRs and no – IRR
 Assumes intermediate cash flows are invested at IRR rather than project
discount rate
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Conflicting Decisions
Consider two projects with an initial investment of €1,000 and a required rate of
return of 10%. Project X will generate cash inflows of €500 at the end of each of
the next five years. Project Y will generate a single cash flow of €4,000 at the end
of the fifth year.
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
NPV
IRR

Project X
-€1,000
500
500
500
500
500
€895
41.0%

Project Y
-€1,000
0
0
0
0
4,000
€1,484
32.0%

Modified IRR
 Modified IRR overcomes following 2 drawbacks of IRR
 IRR assumes that intermediate cash flows are reinvested at IRR
 There can be multiple IRR
 Steps to calculate Modified IRR
 Estimate Cash Flows
 Calculate the future value at last year of the projects life of cash inflow
using K (Project discount rate)
 Determine that discount rate which will make future value of cash
inflow equal to firms investment at beginning.
Modified IRR (Example)
Let us assume that a project invests Rs. 100 today. Let us assume that this project
would get cash inflows of Rs. 10, 60 and 80 for the next three years. Now we first
take the future value of these inflows at cost of capital (assumed to be 10%) till
the end of the project. This will give us 10 x 1.12 ,60 x 1.11 and 80 and add them.
We get Rs. 158.10. Now MIRR is nothing but,
PV of Outflows = PV of Inflows x PVIF (MIRR, n)
We have-Rs100= Rs. 158.10 x PVIF (MIRR, n)
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By Interpolation, we find that above equation is true only if MIRR = 16.5%
Therefore MIRR is 16.5%. However, MIRR is not used as widely as the IRR in
practice
Payback Period
Example: Payback period
Calculate the payback periods for the two projects that have the cash flows
presented in Table 1. Note the Year 0 cash flow represents the initial cost of each
project.
Year (t)
0
1
2
3
4
Project A Net cash flow
-2,000
1,000
800
600
200
Cumulative NCP -2,000
-1,000
-200
400
600
Project B Net cash flow
-2,000
200
600
800
1,200
Cumulative NCP -2,000
-1,800
-1,200
-400
800
The payback period (PBP) is the number of years it takes to recover the initial cost
of an investment.
The payback period is determined from the cumulative net cash flow table as
follows:
Payback period
= full years until recovery +

unrecovered cost at the beginning of last yr
cash flow during the last year

Payback period A = 2 +

200
= 2.33 years
600

Payback period B = 3 +

400
= 3.33 years
1200
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Discounted Payback Period
Compute the discounted payback period for projects A and B described in Table 5.
Assume that the firm’s cost of capital is 10% and the firm’s maximum discounted
payback period is four years.
Table 5: Cash flows for Projects A and B
Year (t)
0
1
2
3
4
Project A Net Cash
-2,000
1,000
800
600
200
Flow
Discounted
-2,000
910
661
451
137
NCF
Cumulative -2,000
-1,090
-429
22
159
DNCF
Project B Net Cash
-2,000
200
600
800
1,200
Flow
Discounted
-2,000
182
496
601
820
NCF
Cumulative -2,000
-1,818
-1,322
-721
99
DNCF
Answer:
Discounted payback A = 2 +

429
= 2.95 years
451

Discounted payback B = 3 +

721
= 3.88 years
820

Profitability Index
PV of future cash flows
NPV
PI =
= 1+
CFo
CF0
If PI > 1.0, accept the project.
If PI < 1.0, reject the project.
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Profitability Index (Example)
Year (t)
0
1
2
3
4

Project A
-$2,000
1,000
800
600
200

Project B
-$2,000
200
600
800
1,200

Answer:
1,000
800
600
200
+
+
+
= $2,157.64
(1.1)1 (1.1)2 (1.1)3 (1.1)4

PV future cash flowsA =

PIA =

$2,157.64
= 1.079
$2,000

PV future cash flowsB =
PIB =

200
600
800
1,200
+
+
+
= $2098.36
(1.1)1 (1.1)2 (1.1)3 (1.1)4

$2,098.36
= 1.04
$2,000
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NPV Profile

Capital Rationing Problem
 Capital Rationing : Problem of not having unlimited funds…
 … as a result company needs to allocate resources in such a way that
shareholders wealth is maximized
 Firms are faced with capital rationing problems because
 Does not have capital in hand
 Does not capacity to raise the capital needed to finance the project
 Firms may face “hard” or “soft” capital rationing projects
 “Hard” – restraints imposed externally ( external markets limit the
amount of capital)
 “Soft” – restraints imposed internally (firm limits the amount of
capital)
PI approach to Capital Rationing
 Funds available are identified
 Profitability Index = PV of Inflows / PV of Outflows is calculated
 Projects are ranked in the order of PI
 Projects are chosen from the highest PI and moving down while tracking
the cumulated initial investment and comparing it to the funds available
 When the cumulated investment reaches the capital constraints
investments are stopped and no further projects are undertaken
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Limitations of Capital Rationing
 May result in accepting several small investment proposals so that full
utilization of the budgeted amount occurs
 This may result in accepting relatively less profitable investment proposals
if full utilization is a constraint
 May ignore a profitable investment even the rate of return is much larger
than the required rate of return
 Applies to current period only and does not account for investments in the
future years
Discounting CF in inflationary environment’
 (1+nominal rate)=(1+real rate)*(1+inflation rate)
 Real Cash flow=Nominal cash flow/(1+Inflation rate)
 Either discount nomimal cash flows with nominal rate or discount real cash
flows with real rates. Both methods will give same results
Evaluating projects with unequal lives
 Equated Annual Annuity Approach:
 Logic behind this method is that we find annuity payment in such a
way that its NPV will be same as project NPV
 Project having higher annuity is better if benefit is considered and if
cost is considered select the project which has lower annuity
 Disadvantage with this method is that we assume the initial capital
investment (cost of equipment remains same in future and even
benefits are same throughout the life)
 Steps to find which project is better
 Find NPV for all projects in consideration
 Find PVIFA for all projects
 Divide NPV with PVIFA
 Select the project which has highest value
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Hillier’s Risk Model
When the Probabilities Distributions of cash Flows are Independent
In such a case we have a cash flow at time t is not dependent on cash flow at time
The mean of the probability distribution of possible Mean NPV of such a proposal
would be
n
At
=
1 + Rf t
t=0

Where At is the expected cashflow in period t
Rf is the risk free rate and n is the number of periods over which the cash flows
are expected.
The standard Deviation of the probability distribution of net present values is
n

=
t=0

ς2t
1 + Rf

2t

When the Probabilities Distributions of Cash Flows are Independent
Here the cash flow in one future period depends in part on the cash flows in
previous periods. The greater the degree of correlation, the greater is the
dispersion of the probability distribution. The Mean NPV, is the same i.e.
n
At
=
1 + Rf t
t=0

In such cases the standard Deviation of a perfectly correlated stream of cash flows
over time is
n
ςt
ς=
1 + Rf t
t=0

The standard deviation for a perfectly correlated stream of cash flows is
significantly greater than the standard deviation for the same stream under the
assumption of mutual independence. The standard deviation for a less than
perfectly correlated stream of cash flows will be somewhere between these two
values.
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Risk Adjusted Discount Rate Method
rk
= I + n + dk where,
rk
= risk-adjusted discount rate for project k
i
= risk-free rate of interest
n
= adjustment for the firm’s normal risk
dk
= adjustment for the differential risk of project k

Example
A project with an initial cost of Rs. 15,000 is expected to produce net cash flows of
Rs. 9,000, Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 11,000 for each of the next four years. The firm’s
cost of capital is 12 percent, but the manager perceives the risk of this particular
project to be of 20 percent discount rate would be appropriate for the project.
a. What is the net present value of the project at the firm’s cost of capital?
b. What is the risk-adjusted net present value of the project?
Solution
Using cost of capital the NPV is calculated as:
NPV =

8,000
9,000
10,000 10,000
+
+
+
− 15,000 = Rs. 13,433.
1.12
1.12 2
1.12 3
1.12 4

However, the risk adjusted NPV would be lower, because we would be
discounting the cash flows with a higher rate of 20%, which given us:
NPV =

8,000 9,000 10,000 10,000
+
+
+
− 15,000 = Rs. 9,002.
1.2
1.2 2
1.2 3
1.2 4
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Certainty Equivalent Approach
 Uncertain cash flows make the NPV calculation also uncertain
 Hence Uncertain cash flows should be multiplied with the probability of
certainty before calculating NPV
n

NPV =
t=0

Where NPV
At
αt
i
I

αt At
−I
1+i t
= net present value
= expected cash flow for the year t
= certainty equivalent coefficient for the cash flow of year t
= risk free interest rate
= initial investment (about which it is assumed that there is no
uncertainty)

Example
A project has an initial investment of Rs. 1,400. Its net cash flows are expected to
be Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 1,400 for each of the next three years. The certainty
equivalent coefficients of the project are 0.75, 0.55 and 0.35 for each of the next
three years. With a 6-percent riskless rate of return, determine the certain net
present value of the project.
Solution
Under the CE approach we convert the individual year cash flows into certainty
cash flows by multiplying each cash flow with certainty equivalent factors.
Since we adjust the risk in the cash flows by this method, we find NPV by
discounting them with risk free rate.
Therefore in this problem our NPV would be:
NPV =

900 ∗ 0.75 1,000 ∗ 0.55 1,400 ∗ 0.35
+
+
− 1,400 = Rs. 138.
1.06
1.06 2
1.06 3
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Example
A project with three year life is being evaluated for acceptance. The project’s beta
is expected to be 1.8. It involves an initial cash outflow of Rs. 2200 lakhs. The
project is expected to provide cash inflows of Rs. 1000 lakhs over the next three
years. If the risk free rate is 5% and the market risk premium is 7%, should the
project be accepted. Now, if additional information is available that only the third
year inflows are certain to be received, will the decision change?
Solution
Using beta, risk free rate and the market risk premium we find the rate of
discount for evaluating the project
i.e. E (R i ) = 5 + 1.8(7) = 17.6%
NPV = −2200 +

1000
1000
1000
+
+
= −11.72 lakhs
1.176 1.1762 1.1763

Since the NPV is less than zero, the project should be rejected.
If cash inflow in the third year is certain, the relevant required rate of return is
equal to the risk free rate for the third period. Thus,
NPV = −2200 +

1000
1000
1000
+
+
= +237.26 lakhs
1.176 1.1762 1.053

Now since the NPV’s is larger than zero, the project would be acceptable. Note
that if the cash flow is certain, there is no uncertainty. We then discount it by risk
free rate and not risky cost of capital.
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Sensitivity Analysis
 Analysis where the impact of one key variable upon NPV is studied by
keeping all other variables constant
 Starts with a base case where the management determines the values of
the key variables from which it calculates the base case NPV
 Then each key variable is changed by a certain percentage and the change
in the NPV is measured giving the sensitivity of the NPV to any given risky
variable
 Sensitivity analysis also helps in identifying the crucial variables that
contribute the most to the riskiness of the investment
Steps in Sensitivity Analysis
 Partial Sensitivity Analysis –
 Change one variable by a constant percentage and identify the most
sensitive variable by seeing which variable changes the NPV most
 Set the net outcome to zero or any critical level and then change
each variable to get the outcome, the variable that changes the least
is the most sensitive
 Best/Worst Case Analysis – Subset of the first method
 Identify discrete scenarios and study the effect of change in one
variable on the final outcome
 Monte Carlo Sensitivity Analysis – We create a distribution of net benefits
from drawing key assumptions from a probability distribution, with
variance and mean drawn from information on the risk of the project
Limitations of Sensitivity Analysis
 Analysis does not provide likelihood for each possible result
 Does not take into account interdependencies among the variables
 Analysis may double count risk if we use RADR
 Estimates of a variable may be serially correlated over time so that forecast
error in one year may propagate higher errors in subsequent years, causing
a greater impact on NPV
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Simulation Analysis
 Creates multiple scenarios of a model by repeatedly sampling values from
the probability distributions for the uncertain variables and using those
values
 This method can create a probability distribution of the NPV values
 Simulation Analysis is worthwhile
 Large amount of money is at stake
 Complex projects with several interacting variables are involved
 Series of similar projects are to be analyzed for risk
 Step in Simulation analysis
 Develop a model knowing all linkages of all variables on the NPV of
the project
 Determine the probability distribution of important variables for the
process
 Calculate cumulative probability distribution for each variable in the
above step
 Decide a interval of random numbers for each variable
 Generate random numbers
 Simulate a series of trials and determine the simulated value of the
NPV
 Plot the frequency distribution of the NPV
Limitations of Simulation Analysis
 A good amount of information is required for the simulation to convey valid
information
 Interaction between variables needs to be incorporated into the analysis
 No clear decision rule emerges from the simulation analysis
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Decision Tree Analysis (DTA)
 DTA is useful in analyzing complex sequential investment decisions when
uncertainty is resolved at distinct, discrete points in time.
 Chronological representation of the decision problem
 Round Node – State, Square Node – Decision Alternatives
 Branches leaving round node represent different states of nature
 Branches leaving square nodes represent different decision
alternatives
 End of each limb of the tree are the payoffs attained from the series
of branches making up that limb
 Limitations
 Applicable only to those projects with clearly delineated stages
 Valid for projects with sufficient information concerning probability
for outcomes
Real Options
 Traditional discounted cashﬂow models under estimate the value of
investments, where there are options embedded in the investments to
 Delay or defer making the investment (delay)
 Adjust or alter production schedules as price changes (ﬂexibility)
 Expand into new markets or products at later stages in the process,
based upon observing favorable outcomes at the early stages
(expansion)
 Stop production or abandon investments if the outcomes are
unfavorable at early stages (abandonment)
 Put another way, real option advocates believe that you should be paying a
premium on discounted cashﬂow value estimates.
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Option to expand
 Taking a project today may allow a firm to consider and take other valuable
projects in the future.
 Thus, even though a project may have a negative NPV, it may be a project
worth taking if the option it provides the firm (to take other projects in the
future) provides a more-than-compensating value.
 These are the options that firms often call “strategic options” and use as a
rationale for taking on “negative NPV” or even “negative return” projects
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Option to Abandon
 A firm may sometimes have the option to abandon a project, if the cash
flows do not measure up to expectations.
 If abandoning the project allows the firm to save itself from further losses,
this option can make a project more valuable.
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Option to delay
 When a firm has exclusive rights to a project or product for a specific
period, it can delay taking this project or product until a later date. A
traditional investment analysis just answers the question of whether the
project is a “good” one if taken today.
 Thus, the fact that a project does not pass muster today (because its NPV is
negative, or its IRR is less than its hurdle rate) does not mean that the rights
to this project are not valuable
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Dividend Policy
Flow of this chapter
 Understand Dividend Policy
 Forms of dividend payment
 Cash
 Stock Split and Stock Dividend
 Share repurchase and buyback
 Different dividend methodology to calculate future price
 Graham & Dodd model
 Walter model
 Gordon growth model
 Theories on dividend payout policy
 The “bird in hand theory”
 Modigiliani and Miller theory
 Others
 John Lintner model on dividend payout
 Measures of dividend payment
 Dividend timeline
 Forms of dividend policy
 Factors effecting dividend payout ratio decision
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What do you mean by dividend policy ?
 This is the decision to pay out earnings to shareholders, as opposed to
retaining them and reinvesting them in the firm
Questions involved in deciding dividend policy and dividend payout
 How much dividend should the company payout to shareholder?
 What are different forms of distributing dividends?
 Should dividend payment be linked to earnings?
 What long term policy should the company use to payout dividends?
Questions involved in deciding dividend policy and dividend payout
 Should the firm pay back shareholders?
 If so, then regarding payments…
 How much? (High/low)
 How often? (Frequency)
 How “sticky”? (Stable/irregular)
 What form? (Type)
 Should the firm even announce what the policy is?
Types of Dividends
 Cash dividends
 Regular
(Repeated)
 Extra (May not be repeated)
 Special
(Unlikely to be repeated)
 Stock split and stock dividends
 Share repurchase or buyback
Cash Dividend
 Most common
 Typically paid quarterly
 Sometimes extra cash dividends are paid
 Cash leaves the firm
 No change in shares outstanding
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Stock dividends and stock splits
 No cash leaves the firm
 An increase in the number of shares outstanding
 Stock dividends are expressed as a ratio
 Example: “a 5% stock dividend”
 Stock splits occur when stock dividends get large enough
 Example: a “3-for-1” split means that three new shares are issued in
place of each existing share
 The stock price falls to adjust to the new number of shares
Share repurchases or buybacks
 Outstanding shares are bought back by the company
 Cash leaves the firm
 A decrease in the number of shares outstanding
 Increases EPS. Hence considered similar to dividend
Share repurchases or buybacks
 When companies have sufficient liquid assets companies do share
repurchase
 When market price is believed to be too low by the company management,
it prefers share buyback
 Another form to give cash returns to its shareholder
 Increases the EPS as number of outstanding shares reduces
 Following are three methods of share repurchase
 Tender Offer
 Open market Operations
 Negotiated Repurchase
Advantages of share repurchase over dividends
 Investors continue to expect cash dividend, hence a commitment is
required from company
 Share repurchase offers more flexibility
 Pays out returns to only those shareholders who need cash immediately
 Increases insider control in the firm
 Can be used as a tool to produce large scale change in capital structure
 Normally adopted when promoters believe that stock is undervalued
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Different models to calculate Share price
 Graham & Dodd model
 Walter Model
 Gordon growth model
Graham & Dodd (Traditional) model
 Share price will increase when a company declare dividend in comparison
to not paying dividend
 Rational investors turn risk averse under uncertain condition
 Weight of dividend in share price is four times that of retained earnings
Graham & Dodd model
E
P = m[D + ]
3

Where
P
M
=
D
E

=
market share price
multiplier
=
Dividend per share
=
Earnings per share

Walter model
 Based on the concept of comparing returns for shareholders under
dividend scenario and retention scenario
 Compare Internal Rate of Return (IRR) (r) to Company’s Cost of Capital
(required rate of return) (k)
 If r>k
 Firm should retain earnings
 Not distribute earnings as dividends
 Optimal payout ratio is nil
 If r<k
 Firm should distribute earnings as dividends
 Not invest in projects
 Optimal payout ratio is 100%
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 If r=k
 Indifferent to investments and dividend payout
 NO Optimal payout exits

P=

DPS +

Where
P
r
k
D
E

r
k

EPS − DPS
k

=
=
=
=
=

market share price
Internal rate of return
Cost of capital (required rate of return)
Dividend per share
Earnings per share

Walter model (Underlying Assumptions)
 No external source of funding is done for projects. Only retained earnings
used for financing
 Business risk does not change which implies r and k are constant (Normally
risk increases whenever you undertake an additional project)
Gordon Growth Model
 Dividends reduce uncertainty
 Hence investors are willing to pay higher price for stocks paying dividends
 Investors prefer to pay less for increased uncertainty (risk) i.e demand
higher returns for higher risk (Note Price is inversely proportional to return)
 Higher earnings retention rate  increases uncertainty  investors ask for
more return
P=

E 1−b
k − br

Where
P
E
(1-b)
k
r
b

=
=
=
=
=
=

market share price
Earnings per share
Payout Ratio
Cost of capital (required rate of return)
Return on investment (Internal rate of return)
retention ratio
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Theories on dividend policy
 The theories basically argue on following points
 Whether a dividend policy has any impact on company’s value
 Which policy should the company use to payout dividends
 What do investors prefer
Theories on dividend policy
 The “bird in hand theory”
 MM dividend irrelevance theory
The “bird in hand theory”
 Investors think dividends are less risky than potential future capital gains,
and hence they like dividends.
 If this is the case, investors would prefer to put their money in high-payout
firms.
 The theory argues that more distant the future is, the more uncertain it is
likely to be, which makes it more risky.
 Thus, a high payout would result in a high stock price
MM Dividend irrelevance theory
 Investors are indifferent between dividends and retention-generated
capital gains
 If they want cash, they can sell stock
 If they don’t want cash, they can use dividends to buy stock
 Thus, if investors can replicate a firm’s dividend policy by home-made
dividends, then dividend policy is irrelevant: it neither creates nor destroys
value
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Arbitrage principle
 Value of firm with dividend = value of firm without dividend
 P0
=
(P1 + D1)/(1+ke)
 Number of shares issued = (Investment – Retention)/P1
Steps to be used
1. When dividends are NOT paid
 Find share price at the end of the year. (i.e. P1)
 Find number of shares to be issued.
 Find value of the firm at the end of the year
2. When dividends are paid
 Find share price at the end of the year. (i.e. P1)
 Find number of shares to be issued.
 Find value of the firm at the end of the year
Compare the values, they should come same.
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Assumption & Criticism
 Firm operates in perfect capital markets in which all investors are rational
and information is freely available.
 There are no taxes
 No floatation costs.
 Fixed investment policy
 No risk of uncertainty
John Lintner’s model on dividend policy
 Findings
 Investment needs were not a major determinant in dividend policy
 Dividend policy was more dependent on earnings
 Conclusion
 Companies tend to set long run target dividend to earnings ratio
based on PASSIVE NPV projects
 Earnings increase are not always sustainable. Hence dividend policy
is not changed until managers see new earnings level are sustainable

D1 =
D0 + [(EPS1 * Target Payout Ratio)-D0] * AF
Where
 D1 =
Dividend in year 1
 D0 =
Dividend in year 0
 EPS =
Earnings Per Share
 AF
=
Adjustment Factor

Measures of dividend payment
 Dividend Payout : (D0/E0) *100
 Dividend Yield
: (D0/P0) *100
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Dividend Time Line

Forms of dividend policy
 Constant dividend model
 Constant payout approach
 Constant dividend plus approach
Factors affecting dividend payout ratio
 Fund requirement
 Liquidity
 Availability of external sources of financing
 Shareholder preference
 Difference in cost of external equity and retained earnings
 Control (Dilution happens if external money is raised
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Bond Market
Flow of Chapter
 Bond Terminology
 Types of Bonds
 Bond Valuation
 Relationship between Price Coupon and Yield
 Malkiel’s Theorems
 Risks associated with investing in Bonds
 Duration (Macaulay, Effective, Modified)
 Advantages & Disadvantages of Duration
 Convexity
 Spot Rates & Forward Rates
 Immunization
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Bond Terminology
 Face or Par Value
 Coupon Rate
 Maturity Date
 Call Date
 Call Price
 Yield to Maturity
 Yield to Call
 Yield to Put
 Bond is issued by government whereas debentures are issued by any other
entity apart from government
Types of Bonds
Zero Coupon Bond
Coupon Bonds
Perpetual Bond
Self Amortizing Bonds

Coupon
Zero Coupon
Coupon Payments
Continues Coupon
payment
Blend of Coupon and
Principal

Maturity
Pay face Value
Face Value + Final
Coupon
No Maturity date
Blend of coupon and
Principal

Bond Valuation
 Bond Value = Present Value of Future Cash Inflows
 Bond Price = C * PVIFA (k%, n) + Bn * PVIF (k%,n)
Problem 1
A Rs. 1,000par value bond bearing a coupon rate of 14 per cent matures after 5
years; the required rate of return on this bond is 13 per cent. Calculate the value
of the bond.
The value of the bond is
V
= Rs. 140 (PVIFAss13%.5 Yrs ) + Rs. 1,000 (PVIF13%.5 Yrs )
= Rs. 140 (3.517) + Rs. 1,000(0.543)
= Rs. 1,035.4
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Bond Valuation (Semiannual Coupon)
The basic bond valuation equation thus becomes:
2n

Bond Price =

Coupon 2
Face Value
+
YTM i
YTM 2n
(1 +
)
i=1 (1 + 2 )
2

k
k
Bond Price = Coupon ∗ PVIFA (( )%, 2n) + Bn ∗ PVIF (( )%, 2n)
2
2
V
I/2
K/2
F
2n

= value of the bond
= semi-annual interest payment
= Discount rate applicable to a half-year period.
= Par value of the bond repayable of maturity
= maturity period expressed in terms of half-yearly periods.

Problem 2
If a Rs. 100 par value bond carries a coupon rate of 12 per cent and a maturity
period of 8 years and interest payable semi-annually then the value of the bond
with required rate of return of 14 per cent will be what?
k
k
Bond Price = Coupon ∗ PVIFA (( )%, 2n) + Bn ∗ PVIF (( )%, 2n)
2
2
14
14
Bond Price = 6 ∗ PVIFA (( )%, 2 ∗ 8) + 100 ∗ PVIF (( )%, 2 ∗ 8)
2
2
Bond Price = 6 ∗ 9.447 + 100 ∗ 0.339 = 90.58
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Example: Changes in required yield
A bond has a par value of $1000, 6% semiannual coupon and three years to
maturity. Compute the bond values when the yield to maturity is 3%, 6% and 12%
Answer

I 3
60
At = ; N = 3 ∗ 2; FV = 1000; PMT =
CPT PV = −1085.45
Y 2
2
I 6
60
At = ; N = 3 ∗ 2; FV = 1000; PMT =
CPT PV = −1000
Y 2
2
I 12
60
At =
; N = 3 ∗ 2; FV = 1000; PMT =
CPT PV = −852.48
Y
2
2
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Price, Coupon & Yield of a Bond

F−P
C+
n
YTM Approximate =
F+P
2
C=Coupon Rate, F = Face Value, P = Market Price of Bond
FIGURE 2: BOND VALUES AND THE PASSAGE OF TIME
TIME TO MATURITY
YTM = 3%
3.0 YEARS
$1085
2.5
1072
2.0
1058
1.5
1044
1.0
1029
0.5
1015
0.0
1000
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$1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Bond Market

YTM = 12%
$852
874
896
920
945
972
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Different Yield on Bonds

Deep Discount Bonds
Characteristics
 Same as zero coupon bonds, i.e does not pays any coupons
 Sold at a huge discount to its par value
 Usually very long in tenure like 20-25 yrs
 Investor has embedded option to exit the bond
Advantage to issuer
 Cash outflow is only once in the life of the bond.
 No Periodic cash outflow.
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Callable & Putable Bonds
Callable Bonds
 Issuer has the option to call (purchase) the bond prior to its maturity at call
price
 It is beneficial for the issuer in declining interest rate environment
 It is an option and not an obligation to the issuer
 Investor faces call risk and reinvestment risk
Putable Bonds
 Investor has the option to put (Sell) the bond prior to its maturity at put
price
 Is beneficial for the investor in rising interest rate environment
 It is an option and not an obligation to the investor
Issuer faces put risk and prepayment risk
Malkiel’s Theorems
 Theorem 1: Bond price is inversely proportional to interest rates (yield)
 Theorem 2: Maturity of the bond is directly proportional to sensitivity of
price change due to interest rates (Longer maturity bonds have higher
interest rate risk)
 Theorem 3: Price sensitivity of any bond increases with its maturity but at
decreasing rate
 Theorem 4: Coupon rate of the bond is inversely proportional to sensitivity
of price change due to interest rates (i.e higher coupon bonds have lower
interest rate risk)
 Theorem 5: Volatility of a bond is not symmetrical
Bonds
Amount
Yields
4.50%
5.25%
Price Difference
% Change in Price

Coupon = 5%
Face Value = 1000
Time to Maturity Years
2
5
10
25
30
1009
1022
1040
1074
1081
995
989
981
966
963
14
33
59
109
119
1.39%
3.20%
5.64%
10.10%
10.99%
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Period = 15
years
Yields
3.00%
4.00%
5.00%
6.00%
7.00%

Coupon Rates
3.00%
1000
889
792
709
636

4.00%
1119
1000
896
806
727

5.00%
1239
1111
1000
903
818

6.00%
1358
1222
1104
1000
909

7.00%
1478
1334
1208
1097
1000

Risks Associated with investing in Bonds
 Interest Rate Risk (Price Risk)
 Credit Risk (Default Risk)
 Liquidity Risk
 Reinvestment Risk
 Inflation Risk
 Market Risk
 Call Risk
Macaulay Duration of a Bond
 How long in years it takes for the price of a bond to be repaid by its internal
cash flows.
t∗c
n ∗ Bn
n
t=1 (1 + k)t + (1 + k)t
Macaulay Duration =
B0
 It is similar in concept to discounted payback period, infact it can be called
as “Weighted Discounted Payback Period”
Effective Duration of a Bond
Effective Duration =

Bo− − Bo+
2 ∗ Bo ∗ ∆

Modified Duration of a Bond
Modified Duration =
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Steps In Calculating Macaulay Duration of A Bond
 Estimate the bond CF till maturity
 Determine the PV factor for all CF
 Find PV of all Cash Flows
 Multiply year number with corresponding PV
 Find the sum of all final values
 Divide the final value with market value of bond
Duration of a Portfolio
 Duration of a portfolio is calculated using weighted average
 Example: Portfolio is of 2 bond. 60% in bond 1 having duration of 6yrs
whereas 40% in bond 2 having duration of 4yrs. What is portfolio duration?
 Solution
:
(40% * 4) +(60% * 6)
=
4.8yrs
Factors that affect duration

Application of duration
 Measuring interest rate risk
% Change in Bond Price = [Modified Duration] *[% Change in Yield]
Importance of duration
 Allows comparison of effective lives of bonds that differ in maturity and
coupon
 Used in bond management strategies
 Measures bond price sensitivity to interest rate movements
 Helps in estimating price changes
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Problems with duration
 Inaccuracy increases with larger changes in yield. Duration is not accurate
when yield changes are significantly large.
 Duration assumes that price change is linear whereas it is convex.
(Overcome by convexity)
 Duration does not tell you anything about credit quality of a bond. It only
tells you about volatility of a bond
 As interest rates change bond values changes, hence portfolio weight
changes, hence portfolio duration also keeps on changing.

Bond Convexity
 Duration is first derivative of price change whereas Convexity is second
derivative
 Since price curve is not linear duration is not an accurate measure for
measuring price sensitivity to interest rate change
 Since price curve is convex, bond convexity is more accurate measure of
measuring price sensitivity to interest rate change

Convexity =

Bo

1
[
∗ (1 + i)2

T

t=1

CFt
1+i

t

t t+1 ]

% Change in bond price = (Modified Duration * % Change in Interest Rate)
+
[0.5* Convexity * (% Change in interest rate)2]
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Spot Rates - Yield Curve Shapes

Spot Rates and Forward Rates
The Relationship Between Short-Term Forward Rates and Spot rates
The idea here is that borrowing for three years at the 3-year rate or borrowing for
1-yesr periods, three years in succession, should have the same cost.
The relation is illuscrated as (1 + S3 )3 = 1 + 1f0 ∗ 1 + 1f1 ∗ (1 + 1f2 ) and the
reverse as S3 = 1 + 1f0 1 + 1f1 1 + 1f2 1/3 − 1 which is the geometric
mean we covered in Quantitative Methods.
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Example: Computing spot rates from forward rates.
If the current 1-year rate is 2%, the 1-year forward rate (1f1 ) is 3% and the 2-year
forward rate (1f2 ) is 4%, what is the 3-year spot rate?
Answer:
S3 =

1.02 1.03 1.04 13 − 1 = 2.997%

This can be interpreted to mean that a dollar compounded at 2.997% for three
years would produce the same ending value as a dollar that earns compound
interest of 2% the first year, 3% the next year, and 4% for the third year.

Example: Computing a bond value using forward rates
The current 1-year rate (1f0 ) is 4%, the 1-year forward rate for lending from time
= 1 to time = 2 is 1f1 = 5% and the 1-year forward rate for lending from time = 2 to
time = 3 is 1f2 = 6%. Value a 3-year annual-pay bond with a 5% coupon and a par
value of $1000.
Answer:
50
50
+
1 + 1f0
1 + 1f0 1 + 1f1
1,050
+
1 + 1f0 1 + 1f1 1 + 1f2

Bond value =

=

50
50
I, 050
+
+
1.04
1.04 (1.05)
1.04 1.05 (1.06)

= $1000.98
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Immunization (Why is it needed?)
 Interest rate movements have 2 effects on bond
 Price Risk
 Reinvestment Risk
 When interest rates increase
 Price of a bond goes DOWN (Price risk increases)
 Reinvestment Income INCREASES (Reinvestment Risk decreases)
 When interest rates decrease
 Price of a bond goes UP (Price risk Decreases)
 Reinvestment income DECREASES (Reinvestment Risk Increases)
Immunization (What is it?)
 Immunization is the strategy of immunizing a bond portfolio against
interest rate risk
 It involves offsetting the 2 components of interest rate risk Price risk offsets
Reinvestment Risk
 Duration concept is the basis of immunization strategy
 A portfolio is immunized if its duration is made equal to pre selected
investment horizon for the portfolio
Immunization (Disadvantages)
 Opportunity cost of being wrong
 Lower yield
 Transaction costs
 Immunization is instantaneous only
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Bond Convertibles (Terminology)
 Conversion Ratio specifies the number of shares that can be obtained by
converting the convertible bond to shares.
 Conversion Price & Parity are same is the price paid per share to acquire
the underlying equity shares through conversion
Conversion price =

Market Price of Bond
Conversion Rate

 Conversion Premium is the percentage increase in price required from
current market price to reach to conversion price.
(Conversion Price – Current Share Price)
Current Share Price
Or
(Current Market Price of Bond – Conversion Value)
Conversion Premium =
Conversion Value
Conversion Premium =

 Downside Risk
Downside Risk =

(Market Price – Straight Value)
Straight Value

 Conversion Value or Stock Value of Bond
Conversion Value = Current Market Price ∗ Conversion Ratio
 Straight Value = Value of bond without conversion option
 Minimum Value is greater of straight value or conversion value
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Equity
Analysis &
Valuation
Flow of Chapter
 Fundamental Analysis
 Investment Risks
 Market Value and Intrinsic Value of Equity
 Dividend Discount Model (Gordon Growth)
 Sustainable Growth Rate
 Equity Investing (Top Down & Bottom Up)
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Fundamental Analysis
 Is forward looking and is based on Financial Statements
 Good for long term investment decisions
 Time consuming
 Based on lots of assumptions and hence can be easily manipulated
Equity Investing (Top Down & Bottom Up)
 Top Down Approach
 Country Analysis (Economic Analysts)
 Industry Inalysis (Strategy Teams)
 Stock Analysis
 Bottom Up
 Stock Analysis (Equity Research Team)
 Less analysis on Industry and Country Analysis
Investment Risks
 Business Risk
 Default Risk
 Inflation Risk
 Market Risk
 Interest Rate Risk
 Liquidity Risk
 Political Risk
 Call Risk
 Exchange Rate Risk
Market Value and Intrinsic Value of Equity
 Market Value
: - Actual price in market. What is current market price.
 Intrinsic Value
: - What is the fair value of the stock? What should be
the value of the stock? How much does this stock deserves
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How to value a stock (Intrinsic Value)
 Discounted Cash Flow Methods
 Dividend Discount Method
 FCFF & FCFE method
 Comparables Approach (Relative Valuation)
 P/E Approach
 Earnings Growth Approach
 Asset Based Approach
 Net Asset Value Method
 Earnings Method
 Economic Value Added
 Liquidation Approach

Dividend Discount Model (Gordon Growth)
Dividend Discount Model (Gordon Growth)
V0=

DO (1 + g c ) DO (1 + g c )2 DO (1 + g c )3
DO (1 + g c )∞
+
+
+⋯+
(1 + k e )
(1 + k e )2
(1 + k e )3
(1 + k e )∞

When the growth rate of dividends is constant, this equation simplifies to the
Gordon (Constant) growth model:
V0=

DO (1 + g c )
D1
=
ke − gc
ke − gc

 As the diffrence between 𝐾𝑒 and 𝑔𝑐 widens, the value of the stock falls.
 As the difference narrows, the value of the stock rises.
 Small changes in the difference between 𝐾𝑒 and 𝑔𝑐 can cause large changes
in the stock’s value.
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Example: Gordon Growth model Valuation
Calculate the value of a stock that pais a $2 dividend last year, if dividends are
expected to grow at 5% forever and the required return on equity is 12%.
Answer :
Determine D1 : D0 (1 + g c ) = $2 (1.05) = $2.10
Calculate the stock’s value
DO (1 + g c )
D1
V0 =
=
ke − gc
ke − gc
= $2.10 / (0.12 – 0.05)
= $30.00

Example : A firm with no current dividend
A firm currently pays no dividedn but is expected to pay a dividend at the end of
Year 4. Year 4 earnings are expected to be $1.64 and the firm will maintain a
payout ratio of 50%. Assuming a constant growth rate of 5% and a required rate
of return of 10% estimate the current value of this stock.
Answer :
The first step is to find the value of the stock at the end of Year3. Remember 𝑃3 is
the present value of dividends in Year 4 through infinity, calcualted at the end of
Year3, one period beofre the first dividend is paid.
Calcuate 𝐷4 the estimate of the divided that will be paid at he end of Year 4:
D4 = (dividend payout ratio) (E4 ) = 0.5 1.64 = $0.82
Apply the constant growth model to estimate 𝑉3 :
V3= D4 /(k e − g c ) = $0.82 / (0.10-0.05) = $ 16.40
The second step is to calcualte the current value, Vo :
Vo = 16.40 / 1.13 = $ 12.32
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Example: Amount of estimated stock value due to dividend growth
Using the data from first previous example, calculate how much of the estimated
stock value is due to dividend growth.
Answer :
The estimated stock value with a growth rate of zero is :D1 $2.10
Vo =
=
= $17.50
k
0.12
The amount of the estimated stock value due to estimated dividend growth is:
$30.00 − $17.50 = $12.50

Example : Multistage growth
Consider a stock with dividends that are expected to grow at 20% per year for
four years, after which they are expected to grow at 5% per year, indefinitely. The
last divided paid was $ 1.00, and 𝑘𝑒 = 10%. Calculate the value of this stock
using the multistage growth model.
Answer
Calculate the dividend over the high-growth period:D1 = Do 1 + g = 1.00 1.20 = $1.20
D2 = D1 1 + g = 1.20 1.20 = 1.22=$1.44
D3 = D2 1 + g = 1.44 1.20 = 1.23=$1.73
D4 = D3 1 + g = 1.73 1.20 = 1.24=$ 2.08
D5 = D4 1 + g = 2.08 1.05 = 2.1805
We can use Gordon growth model after 4th year since dividends will grow at a
constant rate thereafter
D5
2.18
P4 =
=
= 43.68
ke − ge
0.10 − 0.05
Finally, we can sum the present values of dividends 1,2,3, and 4 and of P4 to get
the present value of all the expected future dividends during both the high and
constant growth periods:
1.20 1.44 1.73 2.08 43.68
P0 =
+
+
+
+
= $ 34.84
1.1
1.12 1.13 1.14
1.14
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Sustainable Growth Rate
Sustainable growth = (1-dividend payout ratio) x ROE
Example : Sustainable growth rate
Green, Inc is expected to pay dividned equal to 25% of earnings. Green’s ROE is
21%. Calculate and interpret its sustainable growth rate.
Answer :
G=(1-0.25) x 21% = 15.75%
With long-run economic growth typically in the single digits, it is unlikely that a
firm could sustain 15.75% growth forever. The analyst should also examine the
growth rate for the industry and the firm’s historical growth rate to determine
whether the estimate is reasonable.
P/E Multiple
 According to gordon growth model P0=D1/(k-g)
 When a company pays out all earnings as its dividends what does that
imply?
 It implies that company has no projects which can offer returns greater
than cost of equity. In other words it implies ROE=K
 This implies that there is no growth left in the company
 Hence P0=D1/(k-g) P0=E1*(1-b)/(k-g)
 P0/E1=1/k
 For a company to grow it has to have positive growth
 First condition is k>g which indicates that required return (cost of equity)
has to be greater than growth rate
 Second condition is ROE>k which implies that company must invest in
projects which give returns greater than investors required return.
 If this is not the case then it is advisable for the company to distribute its
earnings to shareholders
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FCFF & FCFE Valuation
 Free Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF)
 = Net Income + NCC + Int(1-TR) – WCinv – FCinv
 = EBIT(1-TR) + NCC – WCinv – FCinv
 = EBITDA(1-TR) + NCC(TR) – WCinv – FCinv
 = CFO + Int(1-TR) – FCinv
 Free Cash Flow to Equity (FCFE)
 = FCFF – Int(1-TR) + Net Borrowings
 = Net Income + NCC – WCinv – FCinv + Net Borrowings
 = EBIT(1-TR) – Int(1-TR) + NCC – WCinv – FCinv + Net Borrowings
 = EBITDA(1-TR) – Int(1-TR) + NCC(TR) – WCinv – FCinv + Net Borrowings
 = CFO – FCinv + Net Borrowings
 = NI – [(1-b)(capex-dep) +(1-b)(Change in WC)]

FCFF & FCFE Valuation
 Steps to find Equity Value from FCFF
 Estimate FCFF for future years (abnormal growth)
 Estimate Terminal Value for normal growth (Using gordon growth)
 Calculate WACC
 Discount FCF and Terminal Value to get Enterprise Value
 Subtract market value of Debt and Add Cash to get Equity Value
 Divide Equity Value by no of Shares to get Share Price
 Steps to find Equity Value from FCFE
 Estimate FCFE for future years (abnormal growth)
 Estimate Terminal Value for normal growth (Using gordon growth)
 Calculate Cost of Equity (CAPM)
 Discount FCFE and Terminal Value to get Equity Value
 Divide Equity Value by no of Shares to get Share Price
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P/E Approach
Po = Expected Earnings Per Share * (Po / E1)
When constant dividends are paid
Po = D/k
However D = (1-b) * E => where b=plowback ratio
Hence Po = E * (1-b) / k
Which Implies Po/E = (1-b) / k
when b=0 (i.e retention rate=0) ; when company pays constant dividends it
implies company is not growing hence g=0
Po/E = 1 / k
When dividends grow at constant rate
Po = D1 / (k-g)
However g = b*ROE & D1 = E1 * (1-b)
Po / E1 = (1-b) / (k-b*ROE)
when we assume ROE = k it implies that company is not generating sufficient
returns on its investments , and it is better to distribute its earnings as dividends,
hence b=0…and when b=0, it implies g=0
Hence , Po/E1 = 1 / k
For Problems first find P/E using above equation
Then multiply EPS with P/E to get current price
Valuation Using Earnings Growth Approach
 When all earnings are distributed as dividends
D1 = E1
Po = D1/k-g
Hence Po/E1 = 1/(k-g)
However when all earnings are distributed as dividends ROE = k and this
implies b=0
Net Asset Value Method
 Net Asset Value = Total Assets – Total Liabilities
 Share Price = NAV / No of shares
 It is used under following cases
 Capital intensive start companies where the production is yet to start
 Companies not having sustainable track record for profits
 Manufacturing companies where fixed assets has greater relevance
for earning revenue
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Earnings Method
Profit Earning Capitalization Value = Future Maintainable profits after tax /
Capitalization Rate
It is used under following cases
 Companies with a proven track record
 Companies operating in well established industrial segments
Economic Value Added
 EVA is basically how much additional income is generated by the company
after meeting its required cost of capital
 Following are four steps in calculating EVA
 Calculate NOPAT
 Calculate Total Invested Capital
 Determine WACC
 Calculate EVA = NOPAT – WACC * TotInv Capital
Rights Issue
N = Existing no of shares
Po = Market Price
S = Rights Price
R = Number of rights offered
Share price after rights issue (Ex Rights Price) =

Value of Rights =

Rights Ratio =

NP0 + SR
N+R

P0 − SR
N+R

Number of shares to be issued
Shares Outstanding

Value of Rights alone =

Ex Rights Price − S
R
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Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages of discounted cash flow models:
 They are based on the fundamental concept of discounted present value
and are grounded in finance theory.
 They are widely accepted in the analyst community.
Disadvantages of discounted cash flow models:
 Their inputs must be estimated.
 Value estimates are very sensitive to input values.

Advantages of comparable valuation using price multiples:
 Evidence that some price multiples are useful for predicting stock returns.
 Price multiples are widely used by analysts.
 Price multiples are redily available.
 They can be used in time series and cross-sectional comparisons.
 EV/EBITDA multiples are useful when comparing firm values independent
of capital structure or when earnings are negative and the P/E ratio cannot
be used.
Disadvantages of comparable valuation using price multiples:
 Lagging price multiples reflect the past.
 Price multiples may not be comparable across firms if the firms have
different size products and growth.
 Price multiples for cyclical firms may be greatly affected by economic
conditions at a given point in time.
 A stock may appear overvalued by the comparable method but
undervalued by a fundamental method or vice versa.
 Different accountings methods can result in price multiples that are not
comparable across firms, especially internationally.
 A negative denominator in a price multiple results in a meaningless ratio.
The P/E ratio is especially susceptible to this problem.
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Advantages of price multiple valuations based on fundamentals:
 They are based on theretically sound valuation models
 They correspond to widely accepted value metrics.
Disadvantage of price multiple valuations based on fundamentals:
 Price multiples based on fundamentals will be very sensitive to the inputs
(especially the k-g denominator).

Advantages of assets-based models:
 They can provide floor values.
 They are most reliable when the firm has primarily short-term assets, assets
with ready market values, or when the firm is being liquidated.
 They are increasingly useful for valuing public firms the report fair values.
Disadvantages of asset-based models: Market values are often difficult to obtain.
 Market values are usually different than book values.
 They are inaccurate when a firm has a high proportion of intangible assets
of future cash flows not reflected in asset values.
 Assets can be difficult to value during periods of hyperinflation.
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Portfolio
Management
Flow of this chapter
 Strategies in Portfolio Management
 Risk & Return of Single Asset
 Covariance & Correlation
 Risk & Return of Portfolio
 Minimum Variance of 2 Stock Portfolio
 Risk & Return of Portfolio (Under Uncertain Scenario)
 Efficient Market & Random Walk Theory
 Capital Market Line
 Systematic & Unsystematic Risk
 Security Market Line (CAPM)
 Coefficient of Variance and Sharpe Ratio
 Arbitrage Pricing Theory
 Sharpe Index Model
 Sharpe Model of Portfolio Optimization
 Portfolio Strategy & Asset Allocation Strategies
 Levered Vs Unlevered Betas
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Strategies in Portfolio Management
 Active Management
 Outperforming the market with superior returns
 Selecting undervalued assets
 Changing the asset mix frequently
 Aggressive purchase & sale of securities
 Speculation & short term trading
 Passive Management
 Does not aim at outperforming the market
 Selecting large number of securities to reduce risk
 Investing for a long term
 Resorting to portfolio revisions less frequently
 This is basically a buy & hold strategy
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Return of Single Asset
Ri
n

R=

holding period return =

end of period value
Pt + Divt
−1=
−1
beginning of period value
Po

Pt − Po + Divt
Po
If a stock is valued at $20 at the beginning of the period, pays $1 in dividends over
the period and at the end of the period is valued at $22, the HPS is
=

HPR =

22 − 20 + 1
= 15%
20

arithmetic mean return =
geometric mean return =

R1 + R 2 + R 3 + ⋯ + R n
n
n

(1 + R1 ) 1 + R 2 ∗ 1 + R 3 ∗ … ∗ 1 + R n – 1

Risk of Single Asset
 Risk of single asset (Standard Deviation)
(X − u)2
ς=
n
Variance = Standard deviation

2

Covariance

n
t=1{[x

− μx ][y − μy ]}
n
 Issues With Covariance: Gives only the direction but not the magnitude

Cov1,2 =
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Correlation
Cov1,2
ρ1,2 =
ς1 ς2
 A correlation coefficient of +1 means that deviations from the mean or
expected return are always proportional in the same direction. That is, they
are perfectly positively correlated.
 A correlation coefficient of -1 means that deviations from the mean or
expected return are always proportional in opposite directions. That is they
are perfectly negatively correlated.
 A correlation coefficient of zero means that there is no linear relationship
between the two stock’s returns. They are uncorrelated. One way to
interpret a correlation (or covariance) of zero is that in any period knowing
the actual value of one variable tells you nothing about the value of the
other.
Risk & Return of Portfolio
Portfolio expected value. The expected value of a portfolio composed of n assets
with weights, w1 and expected values R1 can be determined using the following
formula:
N

E RP =

wi E R i = w1 E R i + w2 E R 2 + ⋯ + wn E(R n )
i=i

Portfolio variance. The variance of the portfolio return uses the portfolio weights
also but in a more complicated way:
N

N

Var R P =

wi wj Cov(R i R j )
i=i j=i
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Minimum Variance of 2 Stock Portfolio
 When correlation between 2 assets is +1
ς portfolio = w1 ∗ ς1 + (w2 ∗ ς2 )
 When correlation between 2 assets is -1
ς portfolio = w1 ∗ ς1 − (w2 ∗ ς2 )
 For given asset weights, portfolio risk keeps on decreasing as the
correlation between 2 assets keeps on falling
 This implies that for given asset weights maximum risk of the portfolio
would be when correlation is +1 and minimum when its -1
 When correlation between 2 assets is -1 what weights of the assets offer
you zero portfolio risk
ς2
w1 =
;
w2 = 1 − w1
ς1 + ς2
 When correlation between 2 assets is +1 what weights of the assets offer
you zero portfolio risk
ς2
w1 =
;
w2 = 1 − w1
ς2 − ς1
 For a given level of correlation we can also find the asset weights in a
portfolio which will offer lowest risk
ς22 − ς1 ς2 ρ12
w1 = 2
ς1 + ς22 − 2ς1 ς2 ρ12
w2 = (1 − w1 )
R&R of Asset (Uncertain Scenario)
 Return of Single Asset

n

E(R A ) =

Pi R iA
i=1

 Risk of Single Asset

n

ς2 =
 Covariance of 2 assets

pi (xi − μ)2
i=1

n

Cov a, b =

pi R ai − πa (R bi − πb )
i=1
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Example : Covariance
Assume that the economy can be in three possible states (S) next year boom,
normal or slow economic growth An expert source has calculate that
P(boom)=0.30 P(normal) = 0.50 and P(slow) = 0.20 The returns for stock A3 Ra
and stock B Rb under each of the economic states are provided in the probability
model below. What is the covariance of the returns for stock A and Stock B?
Probability Distribution of Returns
Event
Boom
Normal
Slow

P(S)
0.3
0.5
0.2

R(A)
0.20
0.12
0.05

R(B)
0.30
0.10
0.00

Answer :
First, the expected returns for each of the stocks must be determined.
E(R A ) = 0.3 0.20 + 0.5 0.12 + 0.2 0.05 = 0.13
E R B = 0.3 0.30 + 0.5 0.10 + 0.2 0.00 = 0.14
Covariance Computation
Event
P(S)
𝐑𝐀
Boom
0.3
0.20
Normal
0.5
0.12
Slow
0.2
0.05
Cov R A R B = P

𝐑𝐁
P(S) X (𝐑 𝐀 − 𝐄 𝐑 𝐀 𝐗 (𝐑 𝐁 − 𝐄(𝐑 𝐁 )
0.30
(0.3) (0.2-0.13) (0.3-0.14) = 0.00336
0.10
(0.5) (0.12-0.13) (0.1-0.14) = 0.00020
0.00
(0.2) (0.05-0.13)(0-0.14) = 0.00224
S X (R A − E R A X R B − ER B = 0.00580

Efficient Market Theory
 Weak Form Efficient Market: Cannot generate abnormal returns using
technical analysis. Market prices accurately reflect all past trading related
information. Fundamental analysts and insiders can generate abnormal
returns
 Semi-strong Form Market Efficiency: Cannot generate abnormal returns
using Technical and Fundamental analysis. Market prices reflect all past
trading information as well as all public current information about the
stock. Insiders can generate abnormal returns
 Strong Form Market Efficiency: No one can generate abnormal returns as
security prices reflect all public and private information about the stock.
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Capital Market Line

E Rp = Rf +

E RM − Rf
ςP
ςM

The y-intercept of this line is Rf and the slope (rise over run) of this line is as
follows:(

E RM − Rf
)
ςM
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Systematic & Unsystematic Risk

βi =

covariance of Asset i′s return with the market return Covim
=
variance of the market return
ς2m

ρim =

βi =

Covim
ςi ςm

ρim ςi ςm
ρim ςi
=
ς2m
ςm
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The equation of the SML is:
E R mkt − RFR
E(R i ) = RFR +
(Covi,mkt )
ς2mkt
Comparing CML and SML
 SML =
E Rp = Rf +

E RM − Rf
ςP
ςM

 CML =
E R i = R f + βi (E R mkt − R f
 Properly priced security or portfolio can lie on SML, whereas CML plots
portfolio of market portfolio and risk free asset which is more efficient than
portfolios lying efficient frontier
Arbitrage Pricing Theory
 CAPM uses only market risk (non diversifiable risk) (Beta) to determine the
asset returns, which is considered to be its major criticism.
 APT tries to address this criticism by saying that required returns of stocks
are ruled by many economic factors such as GDP, Inflation, Interest Rates,
Industrial Production etc.
 E R s = ℷo + ℷ1 β1s + ℷ2 β2s …
 ℷ0 ℷ1 β1s
 Risk Free Rate, Risk Premium of Factor 1, Sensitivity to Factor 1
APT & Law of one price
 APT is primarily based on law of one price which asserts that if 2 assets
have same future cash flows then the 2 assets should sell at same price. If
not then there is arbitrage opportunity. “Buy Low Sell High”
 Even if 2 assets do not have same cash flows, they should cost same if they
have identical risk return profile. If not then there is arbitrage opportunity.
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Sharpe Index Model
 Problem with Markowitz model is that there are too many estimates
required in order to calculate the risk and return of the portfolio.
 Sharpe index model simplifies this assumptions and estimates the stock
return using following formulae
R i = αi + βi R m + ei
 Following estimates are required for Markowitz model
 N estimates for Returns
 N estimates for Variance
 N(N-1)/2 estimates for covariance
 However for Sharpe Index model we need only following estimates
 N estimates for Returns
 N estimates for Beta
 N estimates of unsystematic risk
 1 estimate of market risk
 Returns for individual stock is calculated using following formula
R i = αi + βi R m + ei
 Variance of a stock is calculated using following formula
ς2i = β2i ς2m + ς2 (ei )
 Covariance between 2 assets is calculated as
Covariance A, B = βa βb ς2m
 Portfolio Beta is weighted average
 Portfolio error term is square of weighted average
n

ς2 ep =

Wi2 ς2 (ei )
i=1

 Portfolio risk is calculated using the same formula for that is single stock
 Rsquare is derived from regression analysis
R2i

β2i ς2m Explained Variance Systematic Risk
=
=
=
Total Variance
Total Risk
ς2i
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Portfolio Strategy
 Active Portfolio Strategies
 Market Timing
 Sector Rotation
 Security Selection
 Special Concepts
 Passive Portfolio Strategy
 Index Investing
Asset Allocation Strategies
 Strategic Asset Allocation
 Constant Weighting Asset Allocation
 Tactical Asset Allocation
 Dynamic Asset Allocation
 Insured Asset Allocation
 Integrated Asset Allocation
Strategic & Tactical Asset Allocation
 Buy & Hold
 Constant Mix
 Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance
 Active Tactical
Levered Vs Unlevered Betas
 Unlevered Beta
βu =

βl
D
1+ 1−t ( )
E

 Levered Beta
β1 = βu [1 + 1 − t
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When a firm plans to invest in new business there could be 2 types of questions
that you could encounter.
 Find new WACC of the firm after investing in new project
 In this case the weight of new project would be given
 Use following steps for calculation
 Find Kd and Ke for current capital structure
 Find Unlevered Beta of the comparable firm
 Find Levered Beta for our new project
 Find Overall Beta of the firm using weighted average
 Find Ke using CAPM
 Find Kd
 Calculate new WACC
 Find WACC of the new project
 Find Unlevered Beta of the comparable firm
 Find Levered Beta for our new project
 Find Ke for the project using CAPM
 Use Kd of the firm
 Find WACC for new project
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Leasing

Flow of chapter
Financial Lease & Operating Lease
Lessor’s Evaluation of Leasing
Break Even Lease Rentals
Lease or Buy
Net Advantage of Leasing
Asset Securitization
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Financial Lease & Operating Lease
Financial Lease: Lessor leases the asset to lessee such that lease period covers
the major or full economic life of the asset.
Operating Lease: Lessor although gives the use of the leased equipment to
lessee, retains all the risks, obligations and rewards of ownership. No option to
purchase the equipment at the end of the lease. Eg Rental agreement
Lessor’s Evaluation of Leasing
 Lessor either manufactures or purchases the asset for leasing.
 In order to do so, the lessor raises capital from market.
 Thus primary goal is to recover the cost of capital (WACC) which implies
that the returns should be greater than WACC to earn profits.
Lessor’s Evaluation of Leasing
 Lease rentals are tax deductible as it is an income to lessor
 Lessor avails depreciation tax shield
 Lessor avails salvage value as he is the owner of the asset
 Lessor undertakes expenses for maintaining the machine
Steps for Lessor to Evaluate Lease
 Determine the amount that needs to be recovered from the lessee
 Amount Recoverable = Cost of asset + PV of post tax expenses incurred
by lessor – PV of Dep Tax Shield – PV of Salvage Value
 In order to find the lease rentals use the following equation
 Amount Recoverable = LR * (1-t) * PVIFA(k%,n)
 Where LR is lease rentals
T is marginal tax rate
K is WACC
n is lease term
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Break Even Lease Rentals
 Break even lease rental is the lease amount in such a way that PV of
lease amount equals the Amount Recoverable.
Steps to find BELR:
 First Find the Amount Recoverable
 Use IRR to find lease rentals or Test whether the lease rentals provide
the required IRR
 The lease rental is the minimum desired to attain the desired IRR
Lease or Buy
A firm that leases
 Pays lease rentals which are tax deductible
 Not entitled to tax benefits of depreciation since asset is not owned
 Doesn’t get any salvage value
 Expenses related to use of equipment are tax deductible
A firm that buys
 Entitled to benefits of interest tax shield
 Entitled to benefits of depreciation tax shield
 Entitled to benefits of after tax salvage value
 Expenses related to use of equipment are tax deductible
Lease or Buy
 Following Calculations need to be done in order to find whether to Lease
or Buy a asset
 For Leasing get PV of lease payments.
 For Buying get PV of all future Cash Flows. Cash flows here consists of
loan payments, tax shield on interest & depreciation and salvage value
 Select the one which has lower PV as the above 2 PV are for Cash
Outflows
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Lease or Buy
 Following Calculations need to be done in order to find whether to Lease or
Buy a asset
 For Leasing get PV of lease payments.
 For Buying get PV of all future Cash Flows. Future Cash Flows consists of
o PV of Installment (Outflow)
o PV of Depreciation Tax Shield (Inflow)
o PV of Interest Tax Shield (Inflow)
o PV of after tax salvage Value (Inflow)
 Select the one which has lower PV as the above 2 PV are for Cash Outflows
Appropriate Discount Rate
 Lease is considered as similar in nature to buying, hence the discount
rate used must be same in both the cases
 If specific rate is given then that rate should be used for discounting
 If no specific rates are given then after tax cost of debt should be used
 Cost of capital forms the third choice.
Net Advantage of Leasing
 Find out what benefits you get and what you DON ‘T spend under leasing
o You get PV of tax benefits on LR
o You don’t spend the initial capital investment
 Find out what benefits you DON’T get and what you spend under leasing
o You don’t get PV of tax benefits on Depreciation and Interest
Expense and PV of Salvage Value
o You spend PV of lease rentals
 If part 1 is greater than part 2 then leasing is preferred method else
borrowing is preferred
Asset Securitization
 Process of securitizing assets like car loan, home loan.
 The bank which issues such loans combines them into a pool
 Transfers them into a SPV
 Issues securities which are backed by these assets
 EMI’s from these assets are generally transferred to investors, keeping
margin in between
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Futures &
Forwards
Flow of chapter
 Futures & Forwards
 Calculating Futures Price
 Advantages of Trading in Futures Market
 Margin Concept in Futures
 Participants in Derivatives Market
 How to Do Hedging
 How to Alter Systematic Risk
 Arbitrage Opportunity
 Hedge Ratio
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Futures & Forwards

Calculating Futures Price
Continuous Compounding & Absolute Dividends Paid @
Beginning
F = SerT − DerT + SCerT
In Between
F = SerT − Der(T−t) + SCer(T−t)
Ending
F = Sert – D + SC
Regular Compounding & Absolute Dividends Paid @
Beginning
F = S(1 + r ∗
In Between
F = S(1 + r ∗
Ending
F = S(1 + r ∗

N
N
N
)− D 1+r∗
+ SC (1 + r ∗
)
365
365
365
N
N−n
N−n
)− D 1+r∗
+ SC (1 + r ∗
)
365
365
365
N
) − D + SC
365
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Advantages of Futures Market
 Quick and Low Transaction Cost
 Price Discovery Function
 Advantages to Informed Individuals
 Protection
 Flexibility
 Integrity
 Leverage
Margin Concept in Futures
 Margin is collected in order to safeguard the clearinghouse in case of the
default by counterparty
 Margin is commitment paid by both buyer and seller based on volatility
 Initial margin is the initial amount that must be deposited in order to enter
into a transaction
 Maintenance margin is the minimum margin required to hold a position.
 If account falls below maintenance margin investor is asked to refill the
account back upto INITIAL MARGIN, and if he fails to do so, the position is
liquidated
Participants in Derivatives Market
 Hedgers
 Speculators
 Spreaders
 Arbitrageurs (Riskless Profit)
 Scalpers (Execute large number of trades having small profits in short span)
 Day Traders (Liquidate their position in a day)
 Position Traders (Holds on to their position till a significant move takes
place)
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How to Do Hedging
 Determine the current position
 Take an opposite position in order to hedge
 Determine how much hedging is required
 If hedging is done using futures of same stock then beta is irrelevant
 If hedging is done using futures of some other stock or index then beta
needs to be accounted. In this case calculate hedge ratio which is equal to
beta of current portfolio or stock
How to Alter Systematic Risk
 In order to lower the systematic risk of the current portfolio sell futures
contract
 In order to increase the systematic risk of the current portfolio buy futures
contract
β∗ − β (portfolio value)
No of futures contract =
value ofeeach futures contract
Arbitrage Opportunity
 Find the value of the futures using the formula
 Compare it with current market price of futures
 Buy low and sell high in case of discrepancy

Hedge Ratio
Hedge Ratio =

Future position
underlying asset position

 For a perfect hedge however the hedge ratio is also equal to beta
β=
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Options

Flow of chapter
 Types of Options
 Options & its Terminology
 Option Premium
 Option Spread
 Option Strategies
 Option Greeks
◦ Delta
◦ Gamma
◦ Vega
◦ Rho
◦ Theta
 Put Call Parity
 Option Pricing Methodologies
◦ Binomial Model : Replicating Portfolio Approach
◦ Binomial Model : Riskless Hedge Approach
◦ Binomial Model : Risk Neutral Valuation Approach
◦ Black Scholes Model
 Portfolio Hedging
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Types of Options (Call & Put)
 The owner of a call option has the right to purchase the underlying asset at
a specitic price for a specified time period.
 The owner of a put option has the right to sell the underlying asset at a
specific price for as specified time period.
 Call Option: The owner of a call option has the right but not the obligation
to purchase the underlying asset at a specific price for a specified time
period
 Put Option: The owner of a put option has the right but not the obligation
to sell the underlying asset at a specific price for a specified time period
 American Option: Can be exercised anytime before the expiry date of the
option
 European Option: Can be exercised only on the expiry date
1. Long call the buyer of a call option-has the right to buy an underlying asset.
2. Short call the writer (seller) of a call option-has the obligation to sell the
underlying asset.
3. Long put the buyer of a put option-has the right to sell the underlying asset.
4. Short put the writer (seller) of a put option-has the obligation to buy the
underlying asset.
To acquire these rights, owners of options must buy them by paying a price called
the option premium to the seller of the option
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Option Terminology
St = the price of the underlying stock at time t
X = the exercise price of the option
T = the time to expiration
ct = the price of a European call at any time t prior toexpiration at time = T
Ct = the price of a American call at any time t prior toexpiration at time = T
pt = the price of a European put at any time t prior toexpiration at time = T
Pt = the price of a American put at any time t prior toexpiration at time = T
RFR = the risk-free rate

Moneyness
 In-the money call options. If S-X >o a call option is in the money. S-X is the
amount of the payoff a call holder would receive from immediate exercise,
buying a share for X and selling it in the market for a greater price S.
 Out-of the money call options. Ifs – X <o a call option is out of the money.
 At the money call options. If S-X a call option is said to be at the money.
 In the money put options. If X-S >O a put option is in the money. X-S is the
amount of the payoff from immediate exercise, buying a share for S and
exercising the put to receive X for the share.
 Out –of the money put options. When the stock’s price is greater than the
strike price a put option is said to be out of the money. If X-S <O a put
option is out of the money.
 At the money put options If S=X a put option is said to be at the money.
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Call Option Payoff Diagram

Put Option Payoff Diagram
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Option Premium
 Option Value=Intrinsic Value + Time Value
 Time Value:- represents the subjective value of an option- The hope that it
offers to its owners
 Intrinsic value:- represents the objective value of an option
The intrinsic value of a call option is the greater of (S-X) or . That is
C= max (0, S-X)
Similarly, the intrinsic value of a put option is (X-S) or 0 whichever is greater; it is
P = max (0, X-S)
Example: Intrinsic value
Consider a call option with a strike price of $50. Computer the intrinsic value of
this option for stock prices of $55, $50 and $45.
Answer:
Stock price = $55:C = max (0,S-X) = max (0,(55-50) = $5
Stock price = $50:C = max (0,S-X) = max (0,(50-50) = $0
Stock price = $45: C = max (0, S-X) = max (0,45-50) = $0

Option Spreads
 Vertical Spread: Buy & Sell same option (either call or put) with SAME
exercise date but DIFFERENT exercise or strike price
 Horizontal Spread: Buy & Sell same option (either call or put) with
DIFFERENT exercise date but SAME exercise or strike price
 Diagonal Spread: Buy & Sell same option (either call or put) with
DIFFERENT exercise date and DIFFERENT exercise or strike price
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Option Strategies
 Bull Call Spread (Vertical Spread)
 Bull Put Spread (Vertical Spread)
 Bear Call Spread (Vertical Spread)
 Bear Put Spread (Vertical Spread)
 Long Strangle
 Short Strangle
 Long Straddle
 Short Straddle
 Butterfly Spread
 Calendar Spread (Horizontal Spread)
Bull Call Spread
 In this spread we Buy a Call option and Sell a call option on the same
underlying asset with same expiry date but different exercise price.
 BUY Call Option with LOWER exercise price.
 SELL Call option with HIGHER exercise price.
 This is a net debit spread.
 Used when you have the view that market is bullish.
 Profitable when asset prices increase.
 Maximum Profit = Maximum Loss = Diff in Premium
 Breakeven = Lower Exercise Price + Diff in Premium
Bull Put Spread
 In this spread we Buy a Put option and Sell a Put option on the same
underlying asset with same expiry date but different exercise price.
 BUY Put Option with LOWER exercise price.
 SELL Put Option with HIGHER exercise price.
 This is a net credit spread
 Used when you have the view that market is bullish.
 Profitable when asset prices increase.
 Maximum Profit = Diff in Premium
 Maximum Loss = Diff in Exercise Price (Low-High) – Diff in Premium (Low –
High)
 Breakeven = High Exercise Price – Diff in Premium (High –Low)
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Bear Call Spread
 In this spread we Buy a Call option and Sell a call option on the same
underlying asset with same expiry date but different exercise price.
 BUY Call Option with HIGHER exercise price.
 SELL Call option with LOWER exercise price.
 This is a net credit spread
 Used when you have the view that market is Bearish.
 Profitable when asset prices fall
Bear Put Spread
 In this spread we Buy a Put option and Sell a Put option on the same
underlying asset with same expiry date but different exercise price.
 BUY Put Option with HIGHER exercise price.
 SELL Put Option with LOWER exercise price.
 This is a net debit spread
 Used when you have the view that market is Bearish.
 Profitable when asset prices fall.
Long Strangle
 In this spread
◦ BUY a Call Option & Put option
◦ On the SAME stock with SAME expiry date
◦ But with DIFFERENT Exercise Price.
 This strategy is useful when market is likely to break out.
 This strategy has unlimited upside when there is wide swing in prices.
 Used when you believe that prices are going to deviate and breadkout but
not sure of the direction
Short Strangle
 In this spread
◦ SELL a Call Option & Put option
◦ On the SAME stock with SAME expiry date
◦ But with DIFFERENT Exercise Price.
 This strategy is useful when market is likely to remain range bound.
 This strategy has limited upside when stock prices move in range.
 Used when you believe that prices are going to deviate in a certain range
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Long Straddle
 In this spread
◦ BUY a Call Option & Put option
◦ On the SAME stock with SAME expiry date
◦ And with SAME Exercise Price.
 This strategy is useful when market is likely to break out.
 This strategy has unlimited upside when there is wide swing in prices.
 Used when you believe that prices are going to deviate and breadkout but
not sure of the direction
Short Straddle
 In this spread
◦ SELL a Call Option & Put option
◦ On the SAME stock with SAME expiry date
◦ And with SAME Exercise Price.
 This strategy is useful when market is likely to remain range bound.
 This strategy has limited upside when stock prices move in range.
 Used when you believe that prices are going to deviate in a certain range
Butterfly Spread
 Butterfly Spread is created by Buying 2 Call Options and Selling 2 Call
options
◦ Buy 1 Call Option with Maximum Exercise Price
◦ Buy 1 Call Option with Minimum Exercise Price
◦ Sell 2 Call Options with Exercise Price in between Maximum and
Minimum
◦ Used when investor believes that stock is not too volatile and wont
experience too much of a net rise or fall by expiration
 Maximum Risk = net amount of debit
 Maximum Profit = distance between strikes – net debit
 Downside Breakeven = Lowest Strike + Net Debit
 Upside Breakeven = Highest Strike – Net Debit
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Calendar Spread
 In this spread
◦ BUY a Call Option with LONGER Expiry
◦ SELL a Call Option with SHORTER Expiry
◦ On the SAME stock with SAME Exercise Price.
◦ It is a debit spread as Call premium is higher for Option with longer
expiry
 Used when investor believes that market would be neutral during the
option period.
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Option Greeks
 Delta
 Gamma
 Vega
 Theta
 Rho

Delta
Change in Option Value
Change in Option Value
Call Options have positive delta (0 to 1)
Put Options have negative delta (-1 to 0)
Delta increases as option gets ITM and decreases as option gets OTM
Portfolio of Long Call and Short Put will have delta of 1 since this position is
same as Long Stock
Delta can also be viewed as the probability of option ending In The Money
(ITM)
Delta is also helpful in knowing the exact number of options required to do
proper hedging
Delta =








Gamma
Gamma =
Type
Long Call
Short Call
Long Put
Short Put
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Delta Value
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Vega
Vega =

Change in Option Value
Increase of 1% in implied volatility

 Long Calls and Long Puts have Positive Vega
 Short Calls and Short Puts have Negative Vega

Theta
Theta =

Change in Option Value
Decrease of 1 day to time to expiration

 Long Calls and Long Puts have Negative Theta
 Short Call and Short Put have Positive Theta

Rho
Rho =

Change in Option Value
Change in 1% in risk free interest rate

 Rho has opposite effects on calls and puts
 Increase in interest rates increases the value of call option
 Increase in interest rates decreases the value of put option
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Put Call Parity
 Construct 2 portfolios
◦ Fiduciary Call (Purchase Call option and Bond)
◦ Protective Put (Purchase Put option and Stock)
 Current Value of Fiduciary Call:
X
Co +
(1 + r)t
 Current Value of Protective Put:
Po + So
 The 2 portfolios have same value at expiry hence they should have same
beginning value
Co +

X
= Po + So
(1 + r)t

Put Call Parity Example

Example : Call option valuation using put call parity
Suppose that the current stock price is $52 and the risk-free rate is 5%. You have
found a quote for a 3 month put option with an exercise price of $50. The put
price is $150, but due to light trading in the call options, there was not a listed
quote for the 3 month, $50 call. Estimate the price of the 3 month call option.
Answer :
Rearranging put-call parity, we find that the call price is:
Call = put + stock-present value (X)
$50
= $4.11
1.050.25
This means that if a 3-month, $50 call is available it should be priced at $4.11 per
share.
Call = $1.50 + $52 −
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Option Pricing Methodologies
 Binomial Model : Replicating Portfolio Approach
 Binomial Model : Riskless Hedge Approach
 Binomial Model : Risk Neutral Valuation Approach
 Black Scholes Model

Binomial Model : Replicating Portfolio Approach
Logic
 Create a portfolio which will have same payoff as that of call option at
expiry
 Since the payoff of the portfolio is same as call option, both should have
same initial cost in order to avoid any arbitrage opportunity
Steps
 There are 2 possible outcomes when option expires. Stock moving up or
down having value as Su and Sd respectively
 To replicate a payoff of call option, create a portfolio of delta shares and
borrow money B
 Find the value of the portfolio under each scenario
∆𝑆𝑢 − 𝐵 = 𝐶𝑢
∆𝑆𝑑 − 𝐵 = 𝐶𝑑
 Solve the 2 equations simultaneously to get value of B & Delta
 Finally find the value of this portfolio at the beginning using following
formula
Value = △S-B
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Binomial Model : Riskless Hedge Approach
Logic:
 Create a portfolio in such a way that it will have same value at expiry
irrespective of the possible outcomes
 Since the portfolio has the definite outcome its cost should be equal to
present value of the outcome.
Steps
 There are 2 possible outcomes when option expires. Stock moving up or
down having value as Su and Sd respectively
 Create a portfolio of wherein you buy ‘h’ shares and sell 1 call option. Cost
of portfolio is Sh-C.
 The number of shares ‘h’ should be in such a way that above portfolio has
same value at expiry. Find the value of portfolio at expiry
 Equate the 2 portfolios and solve for ‘h’. Substitute ‘h’ in any one of the
above equation and get the value of the portfolio at expiry
 Discount the expiry value to get the present value and equate it to
beginning portfolio value
Binomial Model : Risk Neutral Valuation Approach
Logic
 The expected value of a stock should be equal to the future value of the
amount invested in a stock today at risk free rate
Steps
 There are 2 possible outcomes when option expires. Stock moving up or
down having value as Su and Sd respectively
 Find the % movement when stock goes up and when it goes down i.e.
calculate ‘u’ & ‘d’
 Use the following equation to get the probability of up movement ‘p’
 For simple interest
p ∗ 1 + u s + 1 + d s = S(1 + rt)
 For continuous compounding
p ∗ 1 + u S + 1 − p 1 + d S = Sert
 Use the following equation to get the payoff of the option at expiry
pCu + 1 − p Cd
 Discount it to get present value of option
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Portfolio Hedging
 Since Call option has positive delta and Put option has negative delta we
must SELL call option or BUY put option in order to perfectly hedge our
portfolio of stock
 Number of contracts to be bought or sold is calculated using following
formula
𝛽
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
∗
∆ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡
 Delta value keeps on changing with option price, time to expiry, interest
rates and volatility.
 Hence continuous rebalancing is required in order to maintain the neutral
hedging
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Interest Rate
Derivative &
Swaps

Flow of chapter
 Interest Rate Forwards (Forward Rate Agreement)
 Interest Rate Options (Caps, Floors, Collar)
 Interest Rate Swaps
 Currency Swaps
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Characteristics of FRA
 FRA are off balance sheet products as there is no exchange of principal.
 No transaction costs are involved.
 No initial or variation margin.
 Transaction can be closed at any time by entering into new and opposing
FRA at new price
Summary of FRA
Situation

Action

To pay interest on
Buy FRA
future date (intention
to borrow at future
date)
To earn interest on
Sell FRA
future date (intention
to invest at future
date)

Movement of
Interest Rates
Reference Rates
go UP
Reference Rates
go DOWN
Reference Rates
go UP
Reference Rates
go DOWN

Position Outcome
Seller Pays Buyer
Benefits
Buyer Pays Seller
Benefits
Seller Pays Buyer
Benefits
Buyer Pays Seller
Benefits

Advantages of FRA
 FRA protects against rising interest rates
 FRA allows firms to plan future cash flows
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Forward Rate Agreement Example
Consider an FRA that:
 Expires/settles in 30 days
 Is based on a notional principal amout of $1 million
 Is base on 90-day LIBOR.
 Specifies a forward rate of 5%
Assume that the actual 90-day LIBOR 30- day from now (at expiration) is 6%
Compute the cash settlement Payment at expiration, and identify which party
makes the payment.
Answer:
If the long could borrow at the contract rate of 5% rather than the market rate of
6%, the interest saved on a 90-day $1 million loan would be:
90
0.06 − 0.05
∗ 1mln = 0.0025 ∗ 1mln = $2,500
360
The $2,500 in interest savings would not come until the end of the 90-day loan
period. The value at settlement is the present value of these savings. The correct
discount rate to use is the actual rate at settlement, 6% not the contract rate of
5%
The Payment at Settlement from Short to the long is:
2,500
= $2,463.05
1 + 0.06 ∗ (90/360)
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Interest Rate Options (Call & Put)
 Interest Rate Calls
 Interest Rate Puts
 Long interest rate call + short interest rate put = Long FRA
Interest Rate Options (Caps & Floors)
 CAPS (Combination of Caplets)
CT = Max (iT − K, o)
 FLOORS (Combination of Floorlets)
PT = Max (K − iT , o)
Interest Rate Options (Collar)
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Interest Rate Options (Payoff Calculation)
Example : Computing the payoff for an interest rate option
Assume you bought a 60-day call option on 90-day LIBOR with a notional principal
of $1 million and a strike rate of 5%. Compute the payment that you will receive if
90 day LIBOR is 6% at contract expiration and determine when the payment will
be received.
Answer:
The interest saving on a $1 million 90-day loan at 5% versus 6% is:
1 million x (0.06-0.05) (90/360) = $2,500
This is the amount that will be paid by the call writer 90 days after expiration
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Interest Rate Swaps
Sr No
1

2

3

4

Situation
Borrower has floating rate
debt and expects interest
rates to rise
Borrower has floating rate
debt and expects interest
rates to fall
Borrower has fixed rate debt
and expects interest rates to
rise
Borrower has fixed rate debt
and expects interest rates to
fall

Solution
Enter a swap to receive floating (this
will offset any rise in interest cost)
and pay fixed.
Do, Noting the fixed rate borrowing
costs wil be below market if rates rise.
Do Noting the fixed rate borrowing
costs will be below market if rates
rise.
Enter a swap to receive fixed
(offsetting borrowing costs and pay
floating (these payments will fall if
rates fall)

 Interest rate swaps are arranged for a variety of reasons
◦ Changes in financial markets may cause changes in interest rates
◦ Borrowers may have different credit ratings in different countries
◦ Borrowers may have preference for specific debt service payment
schedule
Features of Interest Rate Swaps
 The principal amount is only notional
 Opposing payments through the swap are
◦ Changes in financial markets may cause changes in interest rates
◦ Borrowers may have different credit ratings in different countries
◦ Borrowers may have preference for specific debt service payment
schedule
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Interest Rate Swaps – Example
Example: Calculating the payments on an interest rate swap
Bank A enters into a $1,000,000 quarterly pay plain vanilla interest rate swap as
the fixed-rate payer at a fixed rate of 6% based on a 360-day year. The floatingrate payer agrees to pay 90-day LIBOR plus a 1% margin 90-day LIBOR is currently
4%
90 day LIBOR rates are 4.5% 90 days from now
5.0% 180 days from now
5.5% 270 days from now
6.0% 360 days from now
Calculate the amounts Bank a pays or receives 90, 270 and 360 days from now.

Answer
The payment 90 days from now depends on current LIBOR and the fixed rate
(don’t forget the 1% margin)
90
90
(0.06
− 0.04 + 0.01
∗ 1,000,000 = $2,500
360
360
270 days from now the payment is based on LIBOR 180 days from now, which is
5% Adding the 1% margin makes the floating rate 6% which is equal to the fixed
rate, so there is no net third quarterly payment.
The banks payment 360 days from now is
90
90
(0.06
− 0.055 + 0.01
∗ 1,000,000 = $1,250
360
360
Since the floating rate payment exceeds the fixed rate payment, Bank A will
receive $1250 at the fourth payment date
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Currency Swaps
1. Party A pays a fixed rate of AUD received and Party B pays fixed rate on USD
received.
2. Party A pays a floating rate on AUD received and Party B pays a fixed rate on
USD received.
3. Party A pays a fixed rate on AUD received and Party B pays floating rate on
USD
4. Party A pays a floating rate on AUD received, and Party B pays a floating rate
on USD recived.
Currency Swaps Payment
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Currency Swaps Example
Example: Fixed-for –fixed currency swap
BB can borrow in the U.S. for 9% while AA has to pay 10% to borrow in the U.S.
AA can borrow in Australia for 7% while BB has to pay 8% to borrow in Australia
BB will be doing business in Australia and needs AUD while AA will be doing
business in the United States and needs USD. The exchange rate is 2AUD/USD. AA
needs USD1.0 million and BB needs AUD2.0 million. They decide to borrow the
funds locally and swap the borrowed funds, charging each other the rate the
other party would have paid had they borrowed in the foreign market. The swap
period is for five years. Calculate the cash flows for this swap.
Answer
AA and BB each go their own domestic bank:
 AA borrows AUD 2.0 million, agreeing to pay the bank 7%, or AUD 140,000
annually.
 BB borrows USD 1.0 million agreeing to pay the bank 9% or USD 90,000
annually.
AA and BB swap Currencies:
 AA gets USD 1.0 million, agreeing to pay BB 10% interest in USD annually.
 BB gets USD 2.0 million, agreeing to pay AA 8% interest in AUD annually.
They pay each other annual interest:
 AA owns BB USD 100,000 in interest to be paid on each settlement date
 BB owns AA AUD 160,000 in interest to be paid on each settlement date
They each owe their own bank the annual interest payments:
 AA pays the Australian bank AUD 140,000 (but gets AUD160,000 from BB,
an AUD20,000 gain).
 BB pays the U.S. bank USD 90,000 (but gets USD 100,000 from AA, a USD
10,000 gain)
 They both gain by swapping (AA is ahead AUD20,000 and BB is ahead USD
10,000)
In five years, they reverse the swap. They return the notional principal.
 AA gets AUD 2.0 million from BB and then pays back the Australia bank.
 BB gets USD 1.0 million from AA and then pays back the U.S. bank.
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Foreign
Exchange
Markets
Flow of this chapter
 Foreign Exchange Market
 Market Participants
 Foreign Currency Accounts
 Exchange Rate Quotes
• American Term & European Term
• Direct & Indirect Quote
• Bid, Ask and Spread
• Cross Rates
 Spot Rates and Forward Rates
 Currency Appreciation & Depreciation
 Premium & Discount
 Arbitrage
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Foreign Exchange Market
 Immediate Users
• Tourists
• Importer / Exporter
• Investors
 Commercial Banks
 Brokers
 National Central Bank

Foreign Currency Accounts
 Nostro
:
“OUR” account in Your bank
 Eg : From SBI Perspective – SBI having an account in Swiss Bank
 Vostro

:
“YOUR” account in Our bank
 Eg : From SBI Perspective – Swiss Bank having an account in SBI
 Loro :
“THEIR” (Third party account)
 Eg : Allahabad Bank referring to SBI account in Swiss bank
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Exchange Rate Quotes
 American Quote
 Number of US$ per unit of foreign currency
 Eg: $0.0225/Rupee
 How many $ needed to buy one unit of foreign currency
 European Quote
 Number of foreign currency per unit of US$
 Eg: 50Rupee/$
 How many units of foreign currency needed to get 1 dollar
 Direct Quote
 Number of units of domestic currency per unit of foreign currency
 Eg: $1=50 rupees is a Direct quote for an Indian & Indirect
quote for American
 Indirect Quote
 Number of units of foreign currency per unit of domestic currency
 Eg: 1Rs= 0.0225$ is an Indirect quote for an Indian & Direct
quote for American
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Exchange Rate Quotes
 In Foreign Currency transactions normally commission is not charged…
 … So how does a bank makes money…
 …It makes money just by old principal…
 …Buy low sell high

 Bid price: Price at which dealer is willing to “BUY”
 B for Bid and B for BUY….from Dealers perspective
 BUY foreign currency (Direct Quote)
 Ask price: Price at which dealer is willing to “SELL”
 SELL foreign currency (Direct Quote)
 Spread is the difference between Bid and Ask
 Usually stated in terms of percentage
 (Ask Rate-Bid Rate)/ Bid Rate
 Eg Rs/$= 50/51

 Bid price: Price at which dealer is willing to “BUY”
 Dealer is willing to BUY 1$ for 50 rs
 From Customers Perspective: Take 50Rs from Dealer and Give him 1$
 Ask price: Price at which dealer is willing to “SELL”
 Dealer is willing to Sell 1$ for 51 rs
 From Customers Perspective: Take 1$ from Dealer and Give him 51Rs
 Spread is the difference between Bid and Ask
 (Ask Rate-Bid Rate)/ Bid Rate
 =(51-50)/50
 Usually the spread is in the order of 0.05-0.08%
Spot, Tom, Cash & Forward Rates
 Spot
: Transaction Settled in T+2 days
 Tom
: Transaction Settled in T+1 days
 Cash
: Transaction Settled in T+0 days
 Forward Rates
: Transaction Settled in T+>2 days
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Appreciation, Depreciation, Premium Discount
 Appreciation
: Today
1$=45rs
: Tomorrow
1$=50rs
: Dollar Appreciated
 Depreciation
: Today
1$=45rs
: Tomorrow
1$=50rs
: Rupee Depreciated
 Premium
: Currency trading at premium in forward market
compared to spot market
 Discount
: Currency trading at discount in forward market
compared to spot market
Calculating Appreciation ,Depreciation
 Premium
= [(Forward-Spot)/Spot]*[12/n]*100
 In a direct quote if Domestic currency is trading at a premium….then
Foreign currency is trading at a discount
 Eg: Spot rate 1$=45Rs, 3M Forward rate 1$=50Rs
 Dollar Premium= (5/45)(12/3)(100)=44.4%
 While calculating Appreciation & Depreciation keep in mind the following
points.
 Suppose you want to find the Rupee appreciation or depreciation
 Find the INDIRECT quote for Rupee
 Then calculate the appreciation or depreciation
 Do NOT commit the MISTAKE of saying if Rupee has appreciated by x% then
other currency has depreciated by x%...because the 2 answers are different
Calculating Forward Discount, Premium
 While calculating Discount & Premium keep in mind the following points.
 Suppose you want to find the Rupee Discount or Premium
 Find the INDIRECT quote for Rupee
 Then calculate the Discount or Premium
 Do NOT commit the MISTAKE of saying if Rupee is trading at a Premium of
x% then other currency is trading at a discount of x%...because the 2
answers are different
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Cross Rates
Rule - 1
A/B = (A/C) * (C/B)
Bid ( A/B) = Bid (A/C) *Bid (C/B)
Ask (A/B) = Ask (A/C) * Ask (C/B)
Rule – 2
Bid (A/B) = 1/ Ask (B/A)
 Step 1:
Create an equation using Rule#1
 Step 2:
Make sure you have required quotes to solve the equation
 Step3 :
If you don’t have the required quotes find them using Rule#2
 Step 4:
Substitute to get the answer
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Parity
Theorems &
Exchange
Flow of this chapter
 How to determine Exchange Rate
 Absolute Purchasing Power Parity
 Relative Purchasing Power Parity
 The Fischer Effect
 The International Fischer Effect
 Theory of Interest Rate Parity
 Forward Rate and Future Spot Rate
 Arbitrage
 Covered Interest Arbitrage
 Uncovered Interest Arbitrage
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How to determine exchange rate
 Exchange rates are determined on the basis of simple principle…
 … any good should be fairly priced & valued and it should be consistent
across the globe…
 …If it is not same across the globe, then same good is available at 2
different places
 What happens in this case…?
 … an arbitrage opportunity exists…
 “Buy Low Sell High”
Absolute PPP (Concept)
 The exchange rate between domestic and foreign currencies equals the
ratio between domestic and foreign prices
 If in India I can buy 2 chocolates for 1 Rupee, and in US I can buy 80
chocolates for $1, what is the exchange rate between India and US
according to absolute purchasing power parity
 $1 = 40Rs
 What happens if exchange rates don’t match according to Absolute
Purchasing Power Parity theorem….
 … There exists an arbitrage opportunity
 “Buy Low Sell High”
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Absolute PPP (Example)
 Current Exchange Rate: 1AUD = 25Rs
 Cost of one bat
 In India
:
800Rs
 In Australia :
40AUD
 According to Absolute PPP what should be the exchange rate
 1AUD =
20Rs
 What does this imply?
 …Arbitrage opportunity exists
 What will you do in such a situation?
 Use the same principle of “Buy Low Sell High”
 Where is it cheap to buy the bats? (India or Australia)
 At the current exchange rate it is better to buy the bats in India
 In India you can buy a bat for 32AUD whereas it costs 40AUD in Australia












What will happen in such a scenario?
Convert AUD to Rs
Buy Bats in India
Ship the Bats to Australia
Sell the bats in Australia at 40AUD
This will give an arbitrage opportunity to traders
What will happen if traders continue the above mentioned steps
Demand for Indian Rupee goes up
Demand for Australian Bats go Down
Demand for Indian Bats go Up
Ultimately the theorem of absolute purchasing power parity will hold true
due to above mentioned steps
 Increase in demand for Indian Rupee will cause Rupee to
appreciate relative to AUD :
1AUD = 23 Rs
 Lower demand for Australian bats will decrease its price to
AUD38
 Increase in demand for Indian bats will increase its price to Rs
874
 Now the system comes in equilibrium and there is no arbitrage opportunity
as it is not at all profitable.
 Buying bats in India or Australia is similar
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Formulae for Absolute PPP
 Spot Exchange Rate
 (Rs/AUD)
This Implies
 Price in India

=

Price in India/ Price in Australia

=

Spot Exch Rate * Price Australia

Disadvantages of Absolute PPP
 Import Export Restrictions
 Higher Travel Costs
 Perishable Goods
 Immovable Goods
 Due to above mentioned shortcomings which limits exploitation of
Arbitrage, price of good varies at different places
 Hence it does not serve as a practical model to forecast exchange rates
Relative PPP (Concept)
 The theory states that exchange rates are dependent on Inflation rates. It
states that exchange rates move in tandem with inflation differential.
 Countries experiencing higher inflation rate will also experience the
following
 Increase in demand for Foreign Goods i.e. Imports
 Decrease in foreign demand for domestic goods i.e. Exports
 This will continue till the point that foreign country’s goods are no more
attractive than the home country’s goods
Relative PPP (Formula)
 Pt(Domestic/Foreign)/P0 =
(1+Id)t/(1+If)t
 Where
 Pt
=
Exchange rate (Domestic/ Foreign)
 P0
=
Spot Exchange Rate
 Id
=
Domestic Inflation Rate
 If
=
Foreign Inflation Rate
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Relative PPP (Example)
 Current Exchange Rate :
1£
=
85rs
 India Inflation rate in next 6 months =
6%
 UK Inflation rate in next 6 months
=
2%
 According to relative PPP what is the exchange rate in next 6months
 INR will Appreciate or Depreciate (By How Much?)
 GBP will Appreciate or Depreciate (By How Much?)
Solution
 INR will depreciate by 4% (6%-2%)
 Exchange Rate after 6 months
 P6months
=
Rs85 * (1+6%)/(1+2%)
 P6months
=
Rs88.33
Relative PPP (Disadvantages)
 Only Inflation differentials does not cause changes in exchanges rates
 Relative PPP ignores factors such as Interest rates, government
intervention, national income etc.
 Relative PPP ignores substitution effects (i.e increase in price of a good
force people to substitute goods)
 Ignores changes in technology and natural resources
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The Fischer Effect (Concept)
 The Fischer effect states that nominal interest rate in each country is equal
to real interest rate plus inflation rate
 (1+nominal rate)= (1+real rate)(1+inflation rate)
 It also states that REAL interest rates are same across the countries
globally, and if they are not same there exists an arbitrage opportunity…
 … thereby forcing it to come to equality
 If real interest rates are not same, then what happens
 Assume domestic real rates are higher
  Capital will flow from foreign country to domestic country
  This will continue till opportunity exists
  Finally real interest rates will match
 If real interest rates are same across the globe in long run...
 Rd - Rf
=
Id - If
 Where R is Nominal Interest Rate, I is Inflation Rate, D is for
Domestic and F is Foreign
 Hence Fischer Effect finally concludes that
 (1+Rd) /(1+Rf)
=
(1+Id )/(1+If)
 Where R is Nominal Interest Rate, I is Inflation Rate, D is for
Domestic and F is Foreign
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The Int’l Fischer Effect (Concept)
 International Fischer Effect states that future spot rate should move in an
equal amount but in opposite direction to, difference in interest rates
between 2 countries
 Like Relative PPP, Int’l also relies on the fact that there should be no
arbitrage opportunity in real interest rate between 2 currencies
 Eg:
 1 Yr Interest Rate in India=10%
 1 Yr Interest Rate in US=4%
 This states that after one year Indian Rupee will depreciate
against the US dollar by 6%
The Int’l Fischer Effect (Formula)
 Se(t)/S =
(1+RD)/(1+Rf)
 Where
 Se(t) =
Future expected spot rate
S
=
Current Spot Rate
 RD
=
Domestic currency nominal interest rate
 Rf
=
Foreign currency nominal interest rate
 Disadvantage: Exchange rate is not dependent only on interest rates.
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The Theory of IRP (Concept)
 Spread between Forward rate and Spot rate should be equal to but
opposite in sign to difference in interest rates between 2 countries
 This theory is also based on the assumption of no arbitrage opportunity
exists.
 Implications of IRP
 If Domestic interest rates are HIGHER than Foreign interest rates… Foreign
currency will trade at a forward PREMIUM
 If Domestic interest rates are LOWER than Foreign interest rates … Foreign
currency will trade at a forward DISCOUNT
The Theory Of IRP (Formula)
 (1+Rh)/(1+Rf)
=
 RD-Rf
=
 RD-Rf
=
 Where
 RD
=
 Rf
=
F
=
S
=
n
=

(1+Ih)/(1+If)
(F-S)/S
(F-S)*360*100/(S*n)
Domestic currency interest rates
Foreign currency interest rates
Forward Rate
Current Spot Rate
Number of days

The Theory Of IRP (Example)
 UK Interest Rate
:
9%
 US Interest Rate
:
7%
 Current Exchange Rate :
1GBP=$1.5
 Forward Rate
:
1GBP=$1.4850
 Note above data is for 180 days
 Here Domestic Currency is US$ and GBP is Foreign Currency
 Hence
 (1.485-1.50) / 1.50 x (360/180) =
0.07-0.09
 -0.02 =
-0.02
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Arbitrages
 Covered Interest Arbitrage
 It is the movement of short term funds between countries to
take advantage of interest differentials with exchange risk
COVERED by forward contracts
 Uncovered Interest Arbitrage
Covered Interest Arbitrage
 Whenever the difference between forward and spot is out of sync with the
difference between interest rates prevailing in 2 countries arbitrage
opportunity exists
 Since the investment is protected by forward sales the process is called as
COVERED interest arbitrage
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Covered Interest Arbitrage (Process)
 Steps to check if Covered Interest Arbitrage can be performed
 Calculate LHS
=
1+Rd
 Calculate RHS
=
F/S * (1+Rf )
 If LHS is NOT equal to RHS Arbitrage Opportunity Exists and Covered
Interest Arbitrage Can be performed
 If LHS < RHS
 Borrow Domestic Currency
 Convert it into Foreign Currency
 Invest in Foreign Currency
 At the same time enter into Forward contract having same maturity
as that of investment in Foreign Country
 At maturity convert foreign currency into domestic currency using
rates mentioned under forward contract
 Payoff domestic currency liability
 The remaining amount is arbitrage profit
 If LHS > RHS
 Borrow Foreign Currency
 Convert it into Domestic Currency
 Invest in Domestic Currency
 At the same time enter into Forward contract having same maturity
as that of investment in Domestic Country
 At maturity convert (only the portion of foreign liability) Domestic
currency into Foreign currency using rates mentioned under forward
contract
 Payoff Foreign Currency Liability
 The remaining amount in domestic currency is arbitrage profit
Uncovered Interest Arbitrage
 In uncovered interest arbitrage the investment is NOT covered by Forward
contract
 This is very risky as it could lead to Positive Returns, ZERO Arbitrage Profit,
or NEGATIVE Arbitrage Profits
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Measuring &
Managing FOREX
exposure
Flow of this chapter
 Foreign Exchange Risk (Types)
 Types of Exposures
 Managing Exposures
 Managing Translation Exposures
 Managing Economic Exposures
 Managing Operating Exposures
 Managing Transaction Exposures
 Forward Market Hedge
 Money Market Hedge
 Futures
 Options
 Swaps
 Managing Pricing
 Exposure Netting
 Currency Risk Sharing
 Cross hedging
 Currency collars
 Other ways
 Knockout options
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Foreign Exchange Risks (Types)
 What is Risk?
 Possibility of loss in earnings or income
 Following are some risks involved in International Trade
 Exchange Risk
 Credit Risk
 Country Risk
 Interest Rate Risk
 Operational Risk
Types of Exposures
 What is Exposure?
 Exposure states that what is AT Risk.
 Types of Exposures are…
 Measures the effect of exchange rate change on…
 Transaction Exposure: … outstanding obligation which existed before
exchange rates changed however were settled after exchange rates
changed
 Translation Exposure: … published Financial Statements of a Firm
 Operating Exposure: … arises from changes in unanticipated changes
in exchange rates leading to changes in sales volume, sales price, or
input costs
 Economic Exposure: … the NPV of expected future cash flows from
foreign investment project
Strategies for exposure management
 Low Risk : Low Reward… Hedge all transactions
 Low Risk : Reasonable Reward… Some active management
 High Risk : Low Reward… No hedging done
 High Risk : High Reward… Very active, higher trading costs due to high
frequency
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Managing Exposures
 Managing Translation Exposure
 Current Non Current Method
 Monetary Non Monetary Method
 Temporal Method
 Current Rate Method
 Managing Economic Exposure
 Managing Operating Exposure
 Hedging Transaction Exposure
 Forwards
 Futures
 Options
 Swaps
Managing Translation Exposures
 How to convert foreign subsidiary financial statements into parent
 Under Current Non Current Method
 Current Assets & Current Liabilities at Current Exchange Rate
 Non Current assets and liabilities, owners equity at Historical
exchange rate
 Monetary Non Monetary Method
 Monetary Assets(Cash, AR, AP) & Monetary Liabilities (all liabilities)
at Current Exchange Rate
 Non Monetary Assets (Inventory & Fixed Assets) and liabilities,
owners equity at Historical exchange rate
 Temporal Method
 Same as Monetary & non monetary, only difference is inventory can
be treated as monetary if carried at market prices or replacement
cost.
 Current Rate Method
 Assets and Liabilities at Current Exchange Rate
 Common Stock and paid in capital at historical rate
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Managing Economic Exposures
 There are few problems with Economic Exposure Management (EEM)…
 EEM must cover entire life of a foreign investment project
 EEM must cover all aspects of business such as factor market ,
product market, finance market
 …hence it is difficult to manage economic exposure…
 … however companies use diversification techniques to manage economic
exposures
 …which leads to loss of economies of scale

Managing Operating Exposures
 Operational hedging
 Selecting low cost production sites
 Flexible sourcing policy
 Diversification of market
 R&D efforts and product differentiation
 Financial hedging
 Currency Futures
 Currency Options
 Currency Swaps
 Currency Forwards
Hedging Transaction Exposures (HTE)
 Forward Market Hedge
 Money Market Hedge
 Futures
 Options
 Swaps
 Managing Pricing
 Exposure Netting
 Currency Risk Sharing
 Cross hedging
 Currency collars
 Other ways
 Knockout options
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Forwards Market Hedge (Concept)
 Forward Market Hedge
 INR is Home Currency and Dollar $ is Foreign Currency
Type of Trader
Currency Transaction
Hedging Technique
Importer
Pay $ in Future
Buy $ Forward Contract
Exporter
Receive $ in Future
Sell $ Forward Contract

Money Market Hedge
Foreign Currency ($) Receivable
 Borrow $
 Convert $ to Rs
 Deposit in Indian Bank at Indian Rate
 At expiry Pay the $ loan to bank via the $ Receivable
 Realize the Indian proceeds
Foreign Currency ($) Payable
 Borrow Rs
 Convert Rs to $
 Deposit $ in Foreign Bank at Foreign Rate
 At expiry Pay the $ Payable to exporter via the $ Received from bank
 Pay the Indian Loan to Indian Bank which is your cost

Futures Hedge
 Future Market Hedge
 INR is Home Currency and Dollar $ is Foreign Currency
 Futures contract are market to market
 95% of futures contract are settled thru offset rather than delivery.
 Using futures contract it is not necessary that you can hedge 100% of your
position
Type of Trader
Importer
Exporter
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Currency Transaction
Pay $ in Future
Receive $ in Future

FOREX

Hedging Technique
Buy $ Futures Contract
Sell $ Futures Contract
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Distinction between forwards and futures
Parameter
Forwards
Trading
OTC
Regulation
Self Regulated
Frequency of Delivery
90% Settled by delivery
Size of Contract
Delivery Date
Settlement
Margins
Credit Risk

Customized Contracts
Delivery on any date
Settled only on expiry
date
Not required
Borne by each party to
forward Contact

Futures
Exchange Traded
Regulated by Exchange
Less than 5% settled via
delivery
Standardized Contracts
Specific Dates
Settled daily as Marked to
market
Required
Clearing House is the
Counterparty to each
transaction

Options Hedge
 Hedging using forwards , money market hedge and futures just locks in the
rate but not necessarily is profitable.
 You tend to lose money when rates move in opposite direction
 Eg: Payable currency depreciates after hedging
 Eg: Receivables currency appreciates after hedging
 Hence the hedge should be in such a way that it insulates the firm from
adverse exchange rates and benefits the firm when exchange rates move in
favorable direction
 Options provide this functionality
Difference Between Options & Futures
Options
Only the seller is obligated to perform
Premium is paid by the buyer to the
seller
Loss is restricted while there is
unlimited potential for gain to option
buyer
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Futures
Both the parties are obligated to
perform
No premium is paid by any party
There is potential /risk for unlimited
gain/loss for the futures buyer.
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Option Strategies
Market Type
Volatility Rising

Bullish
Long Call

Bearish
Long Put

Volatility Falling

Short Put

Short Call

Volatility
Undecided

Long Futures
Bull Spread

Short Futures
Bear Spread
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Long Straddle
Long Strangle
Short Straddle
Short Strangle
None
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Construction of Option Strategies
Option Strategy
Bull Call Spread

Bull Put Spread

Bear Call Spread

Bear Put Spread

Long Straddle

Long Strangle

Construction Details & Purpose
Buy Call (1)
Both Options have same Expiry Date Call (2) has
Sell Call (2)
higher strike price.
Bullish conservative Strategy. Net DEBIT Spread
Buy Put (1)
Both Options have same Expiry Date. Put (2) has
Sell Put (2)
higher strike price.
Bullish conservative Stagey. Net CREDIT Spread
Buy Call (2)
Both Options have same Expiry Date. Call (2) has
Sell Call (1)
higher strike price.
Bearish conservative Stagey. Net CREDIT Spread
Buy Put(2)
Both Options have same Expiry Date. Put (2) has
Set Put (1)
higher strike price.
Bearish conservative Stagey. Net DEBIT Spread
Buy Call (1)
Both Options have same Expiry Date and Same
BuyPut (1)
Strike price.
Adopted when volatility is set to rise & direction
unknown.
Buy Call (2)
Both Options have same Expiry Date. Call (2) has
Buy Put (1) higher strike price.
Adopted when volatility is set to rise & direction
unknown.

Short Straddle

Sell Call (1)
Sell Put (1)

Short Strangle

Sell Call (2)
Sell Put (1)

Butterfly Spread

Buy Call (1)
Sell Call (2)
Buy Call (3)
Sell Call (2)
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Both Options have same Expiry Date and Same
Strike price.
Adopted when volatility is set to fall & expected to
remain range bound.
Both Options have same Expiry Date and Call (2)
has higher Strike price.
Adopted when volatility is set to fall & expected to
remain range bound.
A BULL CALL + BEAR CALL Spread.
We buy calls at two extremes and sell twice the
middle strike price.
Adopted as a pure conservative strategy in range
bound market.
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Review of Hedging Techniques

Managing Pricing
 Buyer may request the seller too quote in his home currency (Buyer’s
Currency)
 This protects the buyer from currency movements
 If payments are received in forward then forward rates are applicable.

Exposure Netting
 Involves offsetting exposures in one currency with exposure in another or
same currency…
 …Where exchange rates are expected to move in such a way that…
 …losses(gains) on first position should be offset by gains(losses) on second
currency exposure
 This is beneficial because when we sell receivables we get lower price and
when we buy payables we get higher price.
 Hence netting is useful wherein we use receivables to settle payable
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Currency Risk Sharing
 Losses/gains from adverse currency movements are shared by the 2 parties
involved in the transaction
 Following are the steps to do the same
 First the base price is set at specific level.
 Range of rates around this level is decided
 If final settlement rate is beyond this range then the risk is
shared by the 2 parties mutually as per the agreement. Mostly
it is equally.
 The range in which risk is not shared is called as neutral zone

Cross Hedging
 This technique is useful when we don’t have any futures or forward
contract on the currency in which we want to do hedging.
 In such a case we find a currency which has a strong correlation with the
currency in which we are seeking hedge.
 We then do hedging in that particular currency

Currency Collars
 Also called as range forwards.
 Specify a range under which the transaction will take place at the
settlement
 However if at settlement the final price is outside this range then
settlement takes place at upper bound or lower bound depending upon the
final price
 Beneficial as the company knows at what range will the transaction take
place
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Other techniques for hedging
 Prepayment of imports
 Having bank accounts in foreign currency which are used.
 Using loans taken out in foreign currency
 Invoice in alternate currency
 Leading, where we settle payments and receipts ahead of due date and
lagging where we postpone settlement of payments and receipts beyond
due date to escape loss arising out of foreign currency movement

Knockout & Knockin options
 Option with a built in mechanism to expire worthless if a specified price
level is exceeded.
 The cost of knock out is cheaper compared to original option
 Knockout option is similar to regular option except that it is cancelled if
exchange rates crosses a predetermined level.
 Following are four categories
 Up & Out: Option is cancelled if price goes above set price
 Down & Out: Option is cancelled if price goes below a set price
 Up & In: Option is activated if price goes above set price
 Down & In: Option is activated if price goes below a set price
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Multinational Working
Capital Management,
Foreign Currency
Instruments and
Investments
Flow of this chapter
 Management of WC in international environment
 International Cash Management
 Leading & Lagging
 Accounts Receivable, Inventory Management & Short Term Financing
 Foreign Currency Instruments
 Global Depository Receipts - GDR
 American Depository Receipts - ADR
 Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds – FCCB
 EURO Bonds and Foreign Bonds
 Foreign Investments
 Foreign Direct Investments (FDI)
 Foreign Institutional Investments (FII)
 Strategic Alliances
 Cross Border M&A
 Capital Budgeting of Foreign Projects
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Management of WC in international environment
 International working capital management is very much similar to Domestic
Working capital management except following differences
 Impact of currency fluctuations
 Potential exchange controls
 Multiple tax jurisdictions
 Wider short term financing and investment options
 WCM is important due to following reasons
 WCM consumes maximum time of financial manager
 Close relationship betn sales growth and current assets
 Impossible to avoid investment in WC
International Cash Management
 International Cash Management focuses on following objectives
 Bringing company’s cash resources within control as quickly and
efficiently as possible
 Optimal utilization of these funds
 These goals are met via the following
 Centralized Cash Management System
 Collection and Disbursement of Funds
 Netting of Inter-affiliate Payments
 Investment of Excess Funds
 Establishing Optimal Level Cash Balances
 Cash Planning & Budgeting
 Bank Relations
Leading & Lagging
 MNC can accelerate (lead) or delay (lag) the timing of foreign currency
payments
 Primarily done to reduce foreign exchange exposure and to increase the
availability of working capital
 Mostly firms lead payment of hard currency and lag payment of soft
currency
 Leading & Lagging helps in negotiating credit terms with counter party
thereby allowing to plan cashflows
 Helps in transferring liquidity amongst subsidiaries
 Technique to exploit FOREX movement
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Accounts Receivable, Inventory Management & Short Term Financing
 Trade credit is granted as it is profitable due to…
 Expanding sales volume
 Retaining sales that could be lost to competitors
 Giving credit is always welcome by customers however its not always
beneficial to company…
 …And special care needs to be taken when international sales are done
 Inventory management problems are exaggerated in case of foreign
operations
 Same is the case with short term financing
Global Depository Receipts – Process
 Indian Company places equity shares with Domestic Custodian Bank (DCB)
 Company authorizes Overseas Depository Bank (ODB) to issue GDR
 On the company orders DCB instructs ODB to issue GDR to investors
 GDR’s are issued at certain predetermined ratio to company’s shares
Global Depository Receipts – Features
 GDR’s are created to raise funds from outside domestic market
 Holder of GDR does not have voting rights
 Proceeds from GDR are in foreign currency which helps company in FOREX
management
 Dividends are paid in domestic currency which eliminates FX risk
 Normally listed at Luxemberg Stock Exchange
 Cost of raising GDR is significantly high and is only justifiable if significant
fund is to be raised
American Depository Receipts – ADR
 Process of issuing ADR is almost same as that of issuing GDR
 Owning a ADR is not the same thing as owning the stock of a foreign
company although owner is entitled to dividends and capital appreciation
 ADR market is typically more liquid
 Issuers need to meet US regulatory standards
 ADR allows to raise capital in US
 Provides buffer against sharp fall in company shares in domestic market as
US markets are more stable
 Company gets visibility & accessibility to US markets
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Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds
 FCCB- Bond subscribed by non resident in foreign currency and convertible
into equity shares of the issuer company in whole or in part
 Advantages
 Convertible nature of bond
 Delays dilution of equity and current EPS
 Easily marketable
 Disadvantages
 Exchange risk is higher as interest is payable in foreign currency
 Creation of more debt and forex outgo
 Repayment risk if bondsare not converted`

EURO Bonds and Foreign Bonds
 EURO Bonds : Issued in many countries but denominated in single currency
usually home currency of issuer…
 … are issued outside the restrictions that apply to domestic offerings; are
syndicated; and issued mostly in london
 Foreign Bonds : Issued in single country and denominated in that country’s
currency
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Foreign Direct Investments (FDI)
 Benefits of FDI
 MNC ‘s invest their capital outside gain an access to scarce raw
materials, production & financial economies of scale, proprietary
technology
 This allows MNC to reduce cost of capital and increase profitability
 FDI forms one of the ost important links between developing and
industrial countries
 Allows transfer of technology and skills
 Increases national employment & domestic wages
 Provides opportunity to local workers to learn managerial skills
 Helps in balancing international BOP
Foreign Institutional Investments (FII)
 FII’s are required to allocate their investment between equity and debt in
the ratio of 70:30
 FII can buy and sell securities on stock exchange
 No individual FII account can acquire more than 10% of paid up capital
 All FII’s and their sub-accounts taken together cannot acquire more than
24% of paid up capital
Strategic Alliances
 Strategic Alliance is collaborative agreement between 2 companies that is
designed to attain some strategic goal
 Key advantage is financial synergy
 Strategic Alliance can take following forms
 International Licensing Agreement
 Management Contracts
 Joint Ventures
 Motives for Strategic Alliance
 Spread & Reduce Costs
 Avoid Competition
 Secure Horizontal and Vertical Links
 Learn from other companies
 Overcome legal constraints
 Diversity geographically
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Cross Border M&A
 Companies grow internationally thru 2 ways
 Construction of new production facility in foreign country
 Thru mergers and acquisition in foreign country
 General motives behind cross border M&A
 Acquire new management skills and spread existing managerial skills
at larger levels
 Opportunity to eliminate duplicate facilities and consolidate
functions of production, marketing and purchasing
 Greater access to financial markets
 Lower required rate of return for acquiring company due to different
cost of capital

Capital Budgeting of Foreign Projects
Home Currency Approach
 Step 1 : Use parity relationship to find expected spot exchange rate for
various years
 Step 2 : Use these rates to convert the foreign cash flows to home currency
 Find NPV using given discount rate
Foreign Currency Appproach
 Step 1 : Find implicit risk premium using following equation (1+RFRd)(1 +
RP)=(1+ Risk Adj Dom Rate)
 Use risk premium and risk free foreign rate to find Risk adjusted foreign
rate using same formula
 Use foreign discount rate and foreign cash flows to find NPV in foreign
currency
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Mergers &
Acquisitions
Flow of this chapter
 Overview of M&A
 Concept of Synergy
 Concept of Reverse Merger
 Determining the Exchange ratio and Combined EPS
 NPV of a merger and Evaluation as capital budgeting decision
 Optimum Exchange Ratio
 Overview of Corporate Restructuring
 Types of Restructuring
 Corporate takeovers
 Anti Takeover defenses and Reverse Takeover
 Financial Restructuring
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Merger & Acquisitions – Meaning?
 MERGER
 Absorption of one company by another
 Acquired company ceases to exist while acquiring company retains
identity
 ACQUISITION
 Purchase of another business
 Contract under which the buyer assumes some or all of the sellers
assets/liabilities
 CONSOLIDATION
 Combines the A&L of two companies into a new corporation
 Original companies are dissolved
 Similar to a merger except that a new entity is formed
Modes of acquiring Another Firm
 Merger Or Consolidation
 Acquiring Stocks
 Acquiring Assets
 Acquiring Firms in a Total Cash Deal

Merger & Acquisition Comparison
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Advantages of Mergers to Acquisitions
 A merger does not require cash
 Merger is accomplished tax free for both parties
 Allows the target company to realize the appreciation potential of merged
entity
 Allows shareholder of smaller entities to own a smaller piece of larger pie
thereby increasing their overall networth
 Merger of privately held company into a publicly held company allows the
target company shareholders to receive a public company’s stock
Synergy
 In most of the acquisitions, substantial premium is paid on the stock market
value.
 Premium is paid due to perceived benefits in the acquisition
 This is termed as synergy where the shareholders see theie wealth
increasing post merger
 Synergy could be due to following reasons
 Financial resource in one firm and profitable investment opportunity
in another firm
 Strong R&D team in one firm and efficient production department in
another firm
 Brand value in one firm, and strong marketing team in another firm
Concept of Reverse Merger
 Reverse Merger is a situation where a smaller company takes over a larger
one
 Allows a private company to go public
 Gives the company access to capital markets and utilize its stock to make
acquisitions
 Involves a “public shell company” – Company without A&L and just its
corporate structure into which the private company merges into.
 Private company may also opt for a “cash shell” – Company which is listed
but does not actively trade as it has sold off majority of its assets
 An alternative to IPO – Cheaper and less time consuming, no dilution of
ownership, tax advantages in some cases
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Exchange Ratio
 Exchange ratio is basically how many shares of the acquiring firm should be
offered for one share of target company
 Exchange ratio is normally determined using the following financials
 EPS –Target Current EPS/ Acquirer Current EPS
 Fails to take into account growth in earnings and accretion in
earnings due to merger
 Differential risk associated with earnings
 Current EPS maybe affected by exceptional factor
 MPS – Target MPS / Acquirer MPS
 Useful when both the acquirer and target are listed
 Market price assumed to incorporate both the growth rates and risks
associated with the company
 BPS – Target BPS /Acquirer BPS
 Affected by accounting policies of the acquirer and target
 Different from the true economic values
 Usually companies use the sum of the weighted individual ratios of various
parameters
 Combination of above three could also be used to determine the Exchange
ratio using weighted average
EPS of combined Entity
EPSAB =

Total earnings of merged firm
Total number of shares of merged firm

EPS AB =

(EA + EB )
(SA + SB ER )

EPS AB =

(EA + EB + Synergy)
(SA + SB ER )

Incase the Synergy is given as a growth rate
EPSAB = EA + EB (1+g) / [SA + (ER)*SB]
Where ER is Exchange Ratio
S is number of Shares
E is EPS
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EPS of Target Entity After Merger
 Step 1 - Determine the exchange ratio ER
 Step 2 - Find out the EPS of merged Entity
 Step 3- 1 Share of target Entity is now equivalent to ER of merged entity.
Hence for apple to apple comparison we need to find the new earnings of
target entity using following formula
 Step 4 - EPS (Target Entity) = ER * EPS of merged entity
 Step 5 - If new EPS of target entity is > than Old EPS then the merger is
beneficial for the company
Net Present Value of Merger
 Goal is to determine the NPV of merger to acquiring company A
 Case 1 : When compensation is paid in Cash
 NPV = Benefit – Cost
 Cost = Cash Paid – PV(b)
 Benefit = PV(AB) – [PV(A) + PV(B)]
 Case 2 : When compensation is paid in Stock
 NPV = Benefit – Cost
 Cost = α*PV(AB) – PV(b)
 Benefit = PV(AB) – [PV(A) + PV(B)]
Evaluation as a capital budgeting decision
 Assume Company X is the acquirer and Company Y is the target
 Assume CF(X) = Equity related post tax CF without the merger over the
selected time horizon
 PV(X) = PV of CF(X) at a suitable discount rate
 Assume CF(X’) = Equity related post tax CF of the combined firm over the
selected time horizon
 PV(X’) = PV of CF(X’) at a suitable discount rate
 Calculate Ownership Position (OP) of the shareholders of firm x = Nx / [Nx +
ER(Ny)]
 Where N = Number of outsstanding shares before the merger for the
respective firms
 Where ER = Exchange Ratio
 NPV (X) = OP*PV(X’) – PV(X)
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Optimum Exchange Ratio
 The acquirer will try to minimize the ER while the target will try to maximize
the ER
 Both firms would try to ensure that the post merger price if at least equal
to the pre merger price
 Model developed by Conn and Nielson for determining the exchange ratio
 Parameters:
 A – Acquirer
 B – Target
 AB – Combined entity
 ER – Exchange Ratio
 P – Price per share
 EPS – Earnings Per Share
 P/E – Price to Earnings Multiple
 E - Earnings
 S – Number of outstanding shares
 AER – Actual exchange ratio
Optimum Exchange Ratio for Acquirer
 Firm A shareholders will ensure that PAB >= PA, for simplicity assume PAB = PA
 PAB = PEAB * EPSAB = PA
 EPSAB = (EA + EB)/[SA + (ERA)*SB]
 Substituting EPSAB by PA/PAB, we get
 PA = PEAB*(EA + EB)/[SA + (ERA)*SB]
 Solving for ERA, we get
 ERA = -SA/SB + PEAB*(EA+EB)/PA*SB
Optimum Exchange Ratio for Target
 Firm B shareholders will ensure that PAB * (ERB) >= PB, for simplicity assume
PAB * ERB = PB
 PEAB * EPSAB * ERB = PB
 EPSAB = (EA + EB)/[SA + (ERB)*SB]
 Substituting EPSAB by PA/PAB, we get
 PB = PEAB*(EA + EB)* ERB /[SA + (ERB)*SB]
 Solving for ERB, we get
 ERB = PB*SA /PEAB*(SA + SB) – PB*SB
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Corporate restructuring – Meaning?
 Major synergistic realignment of the corporate’s work culture, vision,
values, strategy, structure, management systems, management styles ,
technologies, staff and skills
 Action or Series of action which result in significant change to the
company’s financial or operating structure
 Techniques
 Spin-offs, Spin-outs, tracking stocks and split ups
 Special Dividends and Share Buybacks
 Leveraged recapitalizations, LBOs, ESOPs, Going private
 Minority shareholders squeeze outs
 Financial restructuring
Types of Restructuring
 Divestitures
 Sale of a segment of a company to another entity
 Reason being they are worth more as being part of the buyers
business rather than sellers
 Done to narrow focus to core activities by seller
 Equity Carve-outs (ECO)
 Partial public offering of a wholly owned subsidiary for capital
infusion
 Involves conversion of existing division to a wholly owned subsidiary
 Seller usually retains controlling interest
 Different from a spin-off due to induction of new shareholders but
require higher level of disclosures and are more expensive to
implement
 Spin-Offs
 Company distributes to its own shareholders all the shares in a
owned subsidiary on a pro-rata basis
 Hence the new entity has the same proportional ownership as the
parent company and the new entity is then listed
 No capital infusion and tax free both to the parent and the
shareholders receiving the stock
 Disadvantages include selling pressure on listing and lack of liquidity
 Seen as a method to get rid of sub standard assets
 Tracking Stocks
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 Separate class of equity shares of the parent
 Similar to spin-off in the sense that the financial reporting of the
parent and the Tracking stock company is done differently, they
trade separately and pay dividends based on their cash flow
 Each class of tracking stock which is issued by creating a separate
class of common equity is regarding as common stock for voting
purposes
 Parent still exercises control
Going Private
 Transformation of a public company into a privately held firm
 Repurchase of some or all company’s outstanding stock by a private
investor/employees
 Most going private transactions are structured as LBOs
Buyout
 Purchase of controlling interest (>50%) to take over
assets/operations
 Can be hostile or friendly
Management Buyout
 Occurs when company’s managers buy or acquire a large part of the
company
Leverage Buyout (LBO)
 Takeover of company or controlling interest in a company using a
significant amount of leveraged money usually > 70% of the price
 Target companies cash flows and assets are used security to finance
the loans used for the purchase
 The acquiring company then repays the loans from the target
company’s profits or selling off its assets
 The acquirer usually sets up a SPV with some equity portion (~30%)
and borrows the rest and the target becomes the subsidiary of the
SPV.
 Later the SPV and the target are merged so that the loans of the SPV
become loans of the target company
Steps in Leverage Buyout (LBO)
 Raising cash for the buyout with top managers contribution (10%),
other managers (20%) and outside investors providing the balance of
the company, around 60% financed through secured loans against
the targets assets
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 Taking the firm private either through the stock repurchase or asset
repurchase
 Involves efforts by management to reduce operational costs and
increase profits and cash flows
 Take the company public again if it has become stronger and the
goals of the group have been achieved. Process known as reverse
LBO / Secondary IPO to provide liquidity to the existing shareholders.
 Management Buy-Ins
 Group of outside managers buy a controlling stake in a business
 Effective when the existing management is ineffective and replacing
them is the need of the hour
 Disadvantages include employee resistance and the new
management’s focus on short term profitability at the expense of
long term prosperity
Advantages and Disadvantages of Going Private
 Advantages
 Gives managers greater incentive and more flexibility
 Removes the burden of regulatory compliance
 Disadvantages
 Limits the availability of new capital
 Since the firms are not public no access to equity capital
 Since most firms are highly levered reduces capability for debt
finance
 Hence most private firms sell off assets to reduce the debt burden

Corporate Takeovers
 Takeover by done by acquiring more than 50% shares in the target
company either by paying cash or stock in the acquiring company
 Takeovers can be hostile or friendly
 Simultaneous announcement by both companies is generally a sign of a
friendly takeover (meaning the company boards are negotiated and are
generally receptive to the deal) and the companies co-operate in the due
diligence process and find synergies
 An acquirer can do a hostile takeover by buying out majority of the shares
of the target even if the target board doesn’t want to be acquired
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Anti Takeover Defenses
 Target company adopts a number of tactics to defend itself from a
hostile takeover through a tender offer
 Black Knight – Party making hostile takeover
 White Knight – Friendly party who saves from a hostile
takeover
 Raider – Hostile acquirer outside the company
 Poison Pill – Tactic used to make a takeover more expensive
so the task of the acquirer becomes more difficult
 Greenmail – Premium paid by a target company to buy back
stock from a potential acquirer to get him to abandon the
effort
 Crown Jewel Option – If raid is prompted by certain valuable
assets , the target company might sell those assets to make
itself unattractive
 Golden Parachute – Generous termination benefits for senior
managers when a new owner takes over
Anti Takeover Defenses – India
 Creeping acquisition – SEBI permits acquisition of 5% in every 12
months. Most companies use this to gradually increase their stake
 Divestiture – Spinoffs some of the businesses as a independent
subsidiary company thereby reducing attractiveness to the raider for
the existing business
 Preferential allotment – Allot equity shares or convertible securities
on a preferential basis to the promoter group so that its equity stake
is enhanced
 Amalgamate Companies – Two or more companies promoted by the
same group may be amalgamated to form a larger company and
make it difficult for a takeover.
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Takeover by Reverse Bid
 Incase of a reverse bid, a smaller company gains control of a larger
one
 A large sick company may be merged with a comparatively smaller
healthy company in which case it is called ‘Takeover by Reverse Bid’
subject to these three conditions
 Assets of the transferor company has to be greater than the
assets of the transferee company
 Equity capital issued by the transferee company after the
acquisition is greater than its original issued capital
 The change of control in the transferee company

Financial Restructuring
 Not uncommon for corporate entities to report sizable losses of large
magnitude for a period of time which is likely to erode the share capital or
net worth of the company
 Measures adopted by the management internally by changing its assets
and liabilities with the consent of the shareholders is called Financial
restructuring
 Done so that the balance sheet gets a fresh look free from losses and poor
assets
 An attempt is done at refinancing and rescue financing with sacrifices made
by share holders, preference holders, debtors, trade creditors
 Changes the financial obligations of the firm and alters the capital structure
due to changes in ownership and control changes
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Mutual Fund
Flow of Chapter
 Mutual Fund
 Types of Mutual Fund by Structure
 Types of Mutual Fund by Investment Objective
 Expenses & NAV of Mutual Fund
 Returns of Mutual Fund
 Investment Options of a Mutual Fund
 Selection criteria for Investment & Exiting from a Mutual Fund
 Performance Measures of Mutual Fund
 Exchange Traded Funds
 Systematic Withdrawal Plan & Systematic Investment Plan
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Concept of a Mutual Fund
 Mutual Fund is a trust that pools savings of number of investors.
 Fund manager then invests the money collected in different assets
 The returns generated from this investment is then returned back to
investors
 Mutual fund manager keeps a certain proportion of returns as his incentive
fee and charges a portion at the beginning as administrative fee
Advantages of Investing in Mutual Fund
 Professional Management: Service of experienced and skilled professionals
backed by dedicated investment research team that analyses the
performance and prospects of companies
 Diversification: Invests in number of companies across a broad cross
section of industries and sectors
 Convenient Administration: Reduces paperwork, bad deliveries, delayed
payments, follow up with brokers.
 Low Costs: Relatively less expensive compared to direct investing
 Liquidity: Provides good liquidity as units can be easily redeemed under
Open Ended Scheme from the fund and from market in closed ended fund
 Transparency: Regular information on the value of information and the
type of investment
 Flexibility: Features such as regular investment plan, regular withdrawal
plan, & dividend reinvestment plan provides great deal of flexibility
 Affordability: Allows investors to get exposure to securities, in which they
couldn’t have invested individually due to high costs
 Choice of Schemes: Large options available to suit varying needs over
lifetime
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Disadvantages of Investing in Mutual Fund
 Risk: Investors face the risk of losing amount due to market risk, poor
performance of fund manager etc.
 Selection of Securities: Investors don’t select the securities in which the
mutual fund invests
 Lower Returns: Investors face the risk of having lower returns due to
additional diversification
 Reliance on past performance: Investor hass to rely on past performance
of mutual fund manager in order to select a fund
 Returns less than benchmark: Although mutual fund may provide positive
returns, they could be less than benchmark.
 Pay linked to fund returns: If fund managers pay is linked to fund returns
then manager could be tempted to focus on short term returns than long
term
 Management fees: Management fees reduces the return available to
investors
Structure of a Mutual Fund
 A mutual fund comprises of following four entities
 Sponsor
 Sponsor should have sound track record and general reputation of
fairness and integrity in all his business transactions.
 The sponsor is required to contribute at least 40% of minimum net
worth (Rs 10Cr) of AMC.
 Sound track record means good experience, positive net assets,
significant profit, fit and proper person, free from any fraudulent
track record.
 Trustees
 Trustee means board of trustees or the Trustee company who holds
property of the mutual fund in trust for the benefit of unit holders
 The board of trustees manages the mutual fund and sponsor
executes trust deeds in favor of trustees.
 Asset Management Company
 AMC manages the assets of mutual fund of investors
 Custodian
 Custodian carries out the custodial services for the schemes of the
fund. In case of dematerialized securities, holdings will be held by
depository through Depository Participants.
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Types of Mutual Fund by Structure
 Open End Fund
 Available for subscription all through the year
 Do not have fixed maturity
 High liquidity
 Can buy and sell units at Net Asset Value (NAV) from mutual fund
itself
 Closed End Funds
 Available for subscription only for a specific period
 Fixed maturity ranging from 3-15years
 Can buy or sell units from the stock exchange
 Can trade at premium or discount to NAV as trading is dependent on
demand and supply
 Some mutual funds also provide the functionality of exiting by selling
it to the fund
 Interval Funds
 Combines the feature of open ended and closed ended funds
 Open for sale or redemption during pre determined intervals at NAV
related prices
Types of Mutual Fund by Investment Objective
 Growth Funds: Goal is to provide capital appreciation over the medium to
long term. Most of the investments are normally done in equities
 Income Funds: Goal is to provide regular income to investors. Most of the
investments are normally done in fixed income securities
 Balanced Funds: Goal is to provide both capital appreciation and regular
income. Investment is done in both equities and fixed income.
 Money Market Funds: Goal is to provide easy liquidity, preservation of
capital and moderate income. Investment in safer short term instruments
such as treasury bills certificate of deposit etc.
 Tax Saving Schemes: Offers tax breaks to the investors under specific
provisions of Indian Income tax laws. Investments made in Equity Linked
Savings Schemes (ELSS)
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Expenses of Mutual Fund
 There are 2 types of expenses of a AMC
 Initial Expenses: Attributable to establishment of a scheme under
mutual fund
 Recurring Expenses: Day to day expenses which is spent in running a
mutual fund
 Expense Ratio can be calculated using any of the following formulas
Expense Ratio =

Expense Per Unit =

Expense Ratio =

Total Expenses
Average Value of Portfolio
Total Expenses
Outstanding number of units
Expense Per Unit
Average Net Value of Assets

NAV of Mutual Fund
 NAV is the value per unit of the scheme.
 Value of net assets of the fund
 NAV changes daily and published in newspapers
 NAV calculation using following formula
 (Market value of investments + receivables + accrued income + other
assets – other liabilities – other payables – accrued expenses) /
(number of units outstanding)
 As per RBI and SEBI guidelines mutual fund should recognize gains only if it
realized
Returns of Mutual Fund
 Returns is simply defined as returns on your investment.
 Returns from a mutual fund is also referred to as holding period return
(NAVend − NAVbeginning ) 12
Return =
∗
∗ 100
NAVbeginning
n
 Above formula is used when holding period is less than 1 year.
 If holding period is more than 1yr then we should calculate CAGR or
Geometric mean
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Investment Options of a Mutual Fund
 Dividend Payout Option: Investor gets the returns from the fund on time to
time basis in the form of cash.
 Investor Gets Cash Returns
 Dividend Reinvestment Option: Under dividend reinvestment option, the
mutual fund does not pays out returns in the form of cash. On the contrary
they are re-invested back in fund and investor gets more units.
 Investor gets more units instead of cash dividends
 Growth Option: Under this option the returns earned by the fund are
retained and reflected as an appreciation in fund’s NAV.
 Investors NAV increases
 Bonus Option: Investors are allotted bonus units instead of dividends.
 Only number of units increases but NAV also decreases in same
proportion
Selection criteria for Investment & Exiting from a Mutual Fund
 Selection Criteria For Investment
 Past Performance
 Timing
 Size of Funds
 Age of Fund
 Largest Holding
 Fund Manager
 P/E Ratio
 Portfolio Turnover
 Signals for Exiting from a Mutual Fund
 Consistent underperformance vis a vis benchmark or peer group
 Change in scheme objective
 Investor’ change of strategy
 Change in Sponsor
 Change in composition of portfolio
 Change in fund manager
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Performance Measures of Mutual Fund
Share Ratio =

(Funds Return − Risk Free Rate)
Standard Deivation

Treynor Ratio =

(Funds Return − Risk Free Rate)
Beta

Jensen Alpha = Actual Return − Expected Return Using CAPM
 Fama French: In this model the excess return calculated in alpha is further
broken down into following 2 components
 Return due to additional portfolio risk (which can be further broken
down returns due to investor’s risk and due to managers risk)
 Return due to stock selection

Exchange Traded Funds
 ETF has characteristics of both Open-ended and closed-ended funds
 ETF tracks an index but can be traded like a stock
 ETF money is invested in the stocks of the index in same proportion
 Can be bought and sold at any time during the day
 May be traded at premium or discount to its NAV
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Comparison of Open, Closed and ETF

Systematic Withdrawal Plan & Systematic Investment Plan
 Systematic Withdrawal Plan
 Allows investors to receive regular incomewhile maintaining growth
potential
 Has convenient payout options and has tax advantages as well
 Systematic re-investment Plan
 Designed for investors interested in building wealth over long term
for better future
 Allows investors to save fixed amount of rupees every month
 Gives benefit of compounding
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Capital &
Money Market
Flow of this chapter
 Difference between primary and the secondary markets
 Overview of Investment Banks
 Major functions and roles of Investment Bank
 Stock Markets and Related Institutions
 Other Terminologies
 Money Market Instruments
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Primary and Secondary Markets
 Primary market – Securities are offered to public for subscription for the
raising capital or fund
 Secondary market – Equity trading venue in which already existing/preissued securities are traded among investors
 Could be auction or dealer market
 Auction – Stock Exchange
 Dealer – Over the Counter (OTC)
Investment Banks
 Help companies and governments raise money by issuing and selling
securities in the capital markets
 Investment banks also offer strategic advisory services for M&A,
divestitures or other financial services such as trading of derivatives, fixed
income, forex, commodity and equity securities
 Two broad categories
 Sell side – Companies which issue and sell securities or facilitator of
M&A transactions like promotion of securities through research or
underwriting
 Buy side – Buyer of the securities issued by the sell side like Mutual
funds, hedge funds and public
Investment Banks – Front office
 Front Office – Helps customers raise funds in the capital markets and
advises on M&A
 Consists of Investment Banking Division (IBD), Investment
Management Division, Merchant Banking, Research and Strategy
 IBD is divided into industry coverage and product coverage
 IM is divided in Asset management (II), Private Wealth Management
(FII)
 Merchant Banking is the Private Equity division
 Research reviews companies and writes reports on their prospects. It
generates no revenue but its resources are used by traders in
trading, the sales force in suggesting ideas to client and IB to cover its
clients
 Strategy advises internal and external clients on strategies that can
be adopted in various markets
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Investment Banks – Middle office
 Involves Risk Management and Compliance
 Risk Management – Analyzes the credit and market risk that traders are
taking on their balance sheet in conducting daily trades and setting limits
on the amount of capital they are able to trade on.
 Compliance – Responsible for an investment banks daily operations
compliance to meet external and internal regulations
Investment Banks – Back office
 Consists of Operations, Finance and Technology
 Operations involve data-checking trades that have been conducted,
ensuring they are not erroneous, and transacting the required
transfers
 Finance is responsible for capital management (tracking and
analyzing the capital flows) and risk monitoring. Controls the firm’s
global risk exposure and the profitability & the structure of firm’s
various divisions by acting as an advisor to the senior management
 IT refers to the IT department of the firm
Major Roles of Investment Bank
 Arrange private placement of equity shares
 Sell public securities for companies
 Arrange equity IPO for corporates
 Arrange a debt issue for corporates
 Provide advisory to corporates and HNI’s on wide gamut of issues
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Private Placement
 Stock is sold directly to one or a small group of investors instead of the
public at large.
 Has the advantage of lower flotation costs but at the expense of liquidity
(Small number of investors so not actively traded).
 Difficult to find people to invest large sum of money in a company and still
be minority shareholders.
 Firms wishing to go public are advised by I Bankers to go for a private
placement first to attain critical size to justify an IPO.
 Does not involve a road show and instead of prospectus, I Banks draft a
detailed Private Placement Memorandum which is than pitched to strategic
or financial buyers of the client.
 Fees involved in a private placement is usually a fixed percentage of the
size of the transaction.
Public Securities
 I Banks sell public securities (government approved stocks or bonds) that
are traded either on a public exchange or through a approved investment
bank
 I Bankers don’t own the bonds but merely places them with the investors
and earns no interest
 The I Banker however charges the client a small percentage of the
transaction on completion
 I Bankers call this upfront fee “underwriting discount”
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IPO Issue
 I Banks underwrite stock offerings as they do bond offerings
 In a stock offering process, companies sell a portion of the equity
(ownership) of itself to the investing public
 Initial Public Offering (IPO) is the first time issue of equity a company makes
 In this process stock of the company is created and sold to the public and
then listed on the stock exchange
 IPO process has three major stages
 Hiring the managers – “Beauty Contest”
 Due diligence and drafting – Understanding the business as well as
possible scenarios and then filing the legal documents as required by
the stock exchanges
 Marketing – Once the approval on the prospectus is received ,
company embarks on a road show to sell the deal. Phase ends with
the placement of the stock on the stock exchange
Follow On Offer
 Publicly traded company sells stock again to the public
 Company may be growing rapidly and may require additional capital
 Also done when a company is cashing out
Debt Issue
 When a company requires capital, it may do a debt issue instead of a equity
issue
 Reasons for a debt issue
 Company may not want to dilute the control held by existing
shareholders
 Share Price may not be attractive for an equity issue
 Investors may fancy investing in debt rather than equity depending
on the market trends
 Bond offering document similar to IPO offering document except that it is
more likely to focus on stability and steady cash flows rather than growth
and expansion opportunities for the firm
 I banker also negotiates with the rating agencies to get the best possible
credit rating for the issue because higher the credit rating lower the
interest that the company has to pay on its bonds.
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Offer for Sale
 Offer to the public by an issuing house or an stakeholder
 Companies can either make an IPO or do a Offer for Sale of existing
securities to the public thereby creating liquidity
 Under this method instead of the issuing company itself offering shares to
the public, it does so through the intermediary of issue houses, merchant
banks or firms of stockbrokers.
 Issues are underwritten to avoid accumulation of securities largely in the
hands of the issuing houses
 Done in two stages
 First stage – Issuing company sells the block of shares to the issuing
house at a agreed fixed price
 Second stage – The Issuing house sells the securities to the public
usually at a premium
 The difference between the price paid by the public and the price paid by
the issuing house to the issuing company is called the turn and is pocketed
by the issuing houses.
 The disadvantage is that margin received by the intermediary does not
flows back to the issuing company. It is also an expensive method to go
public
Placement Method
 Placement method is prescribed by the LSE to float new issues of capital
 In the placement method the shares are acquired by the issuing house as in
Offer for Sale but instead of issuing it to the public they are offered to the
institutional and individual clients of the issuing house
 No underwriting is required as the placement itself acts as an underwriting
as the house agrees to place the issue with their clients
 Cheaper method as cost cutting on account of the underwriting
commission, expense relating to applications, allotment of shares and stock
exchange requirements of the prospectus and the advertisements
 May lead to concentration of the securities into a few hands
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Free Float
 Portion that does not include the strategic portion like that of promoters,
majority shareholders, government or that of a group having controlling
power in a company
 These shares do not participate in normal trading on the exchanges and are
thus not counted for the purpose of calculation of free float
ESOS
 Scheme under which company grants Stock options to employees
 Auditor’s certificate to be placed in each AGM stating that the scheme has
been implemented as per guidelines and in accordance with the special
resolution passed
 Non transferable
 Amount payable may be forfeited
 Minimum period of 1 year between grant and vesting of the options.
Company is free to specify the lock in period for the shares issued on
exercise of the options
ESPS






Scheme under which company offers shares in a public issue to employees
No such certificate is required
Transferable after lock in period
Not applicable
One year from the date of allotment. If the ESPS is part of a public issue and
the shares are issued to the employees at the same price as in the public
issue, the shares issued to employees are not subject to any lock in

Bombay Stock Exchange
 Largest stock exchange in India with over 6,000 equity shares listed
 Established in 1875 is the oldest stock exchange in Asia
 First stock exchange in India to have obtained permanent recognition in
1956 from the Govt. of India under SCRA act, 1956
 BSE ‘Sensex’ is widely used market index for the BSE
 It is a value-weighted index composed of 30 stocks with the base
April 1979 = 100. These companies account for one-fifth of the m-cap
of the BSE. The BSE Sensex portfolio has grown 4 times from January
1990 to today. Weightage is based on free float of its components
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National Stock Exchange
 NSE was promoted by leading FIs to provide access to investors from all
across the country on a equal footing
 Incorporated as a tax paying corporate unlike any other stock exchanges in
India
 After obtaining recognition under the SCRA act (1956), NSE started its
Wholesale Dent Market segment in June,1994 and Capital Markets
Segment in November, 1994. Operation in the derivative segment were
launched in June 2000
 Provides a modern, fully automated, screen based trading system with
national reach
 Has brought unparalleled transparency, speed & efficiency, safety and
market integrity
Functions of a Stock exchange
 Continuous and ready market for securities
 Facilitates evaluation/price discovery of securities
 Encourages Capital formation
 Provides safety and security in dealings
 Regulates company management
 Facilitates public borrowing
 Provides clearing house facility
 Facilitates healthy speculation
 Serves as an economic barometer
 Facilitates bank lending
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Stock Market Index
 Is a representative of the entire stock market
 Movements of the index represent the average returns obtained by
investors
 Stock indices reflect expectation about the future performance of the
companies listed on the stock market or performance of the industrial
sector
 Index discounts both company and country specific news
 Facilitates evaluation/price discovery of securities
 Encourages Capital formation
 Provides safety and security in dealings
 Regulates company management
 Facilitates public borrowing
 Provides clearing house facility
 Facilitates healthy speculation
 Serves as an economic barometer
 Facilitates bank lending
 Calculation is based on the weighted aggregate method
 Wit = (M-capit / Total market cap) * 100, where M-capit = market cap of
scrip ‘i’ at time ‘t’
 Total market cap = Sum of the market cap of all scrip’s present in the
index
 Market cap = Price of share at time ‘t’ multiplied by the number of
outstanding shares
 t = day of calculation of the index
 Value of the index = ∑ *Mcapit X Wit+ / Wb
 Where Wb = Sum of the market cap of all scrip’s in the index
during the base year
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New York Stock Exchange
 NYSE is the world’s largest, leading and most technologically advanced
equities market
 More capital is raised on NYSE than any other market
 Stocks are traded by the auction process and prices are determined by
demand and supply
 Buy and sell orders for a given stock interact in a single location thereby
ensuring greatest number of potential buyers and suppliers
 NYSE also known as the big board has about 1400 members who
collectively own the NYSE
 In order to own a seat (membership) at NYSE one has to purchase it from a
member willing to sell
 Exchange seat owners can buy or sell securities without paying a comission
 Largest number of NYSE members are comission brokers
 Second in number are NYSE specialists because each of them acts as an
assigned dealer for a small set of securities. Are also called as market
makers
 Third in number are floor brokers
 Fourth and smallest in number are floor traders who trade independently
on their own accounts
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NASDAQ
 Developed by National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) and began
trading in 1971
 To improve transparency in trading of OTC stocks
 NASDAQ acronym for National Association of Securities Dealers Automatic
Quotation System
 It is computer network of securities dealers and and others that
disseminates timely securities price quotes to about 350,000 screens
globally.
 Dealers post bid ask prices at which they accept sell and buy orders
respectively
 Difference between NYSE and NASDAQ
 Computer Network and no physical location where trading happens
 Multiple market system instead of specialist system
 Level 1 registered users are provided median bid – ask quotes for all
registered markets for a particular security
 Level 2 terminals connect market makers with brokers with other dealers
and allow subscribers to view price quotes from all NASDAQ market makers
 Level 3 terminals are for the use of market makers only. Allow them to
change or enter price quote information
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National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL)
 Paper based settlement of trades caused problems of bad delivery and
delayed transfer of title
 The Depositories Act in August 1996 paved way for establishment of NSDL
the first depository in India
 Securities are held in depository account like funds are held in bank
accounts
 Transfer of ownership of securities is done through simple account
transfers thereby reducing both costs and risks associated with settlement
 Facilities offered
 Dematerialization
 Rematerialisation
 Repurchase / Redemption of units in Mutual Funds
 Electronic settlement of trades in a stock exchange
 Pledging / hypothecation of securities against loan
 Electronic credit of securities in public issues / rights issue
 Receipt of non cash corporate actions like stock bonus / dividends
 Freezing of accounts so that debits from account are not permitted

Central Depository Services (India) Limited (CDSL)
 Promoted in February 1999 by BSE and other banks like SBI, BOI, BOB,
HDFC bank, Standard Chartered Bank, UBI and Centurion Bank.
 Objective of providing convenient, dependable and secure depository
services at a affordable cost to all market participants
 Connectivity to all major stock exchanges across India
 CDSL services are extended through agents called as Depository
Participants (DP)
 DP is the link between the investor and CDSL
 Investor who opens an account with the DP can utilize the services of
the depository
 DP processes the instructions of the investor , the account and
records are maintained by the depository
 Architecture based on a centralized database connected through a
network to all the DP’s allowing low cost setups and to the minute
account updates
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Analogy between Bank and Depository Account

Benefits of a Depository System
 Safe and convenient way to hold securities
 Immediate transfer of securities
 No stamp duty on transfer of securities
 Elimination of risks associated with physical certificates like bad delivery,
fake securities, Delays, thefts etc.
 Reduction in paperwork involved in transfer of securities
 Reduction in transaction cost
 No odd lot problem, even one share can be sold
 Nomination facility
Rolling Settlement
 Rolling Settlement is that settlement cycle of the stock exchange, where all
trades outstanding at the end of the day have to be settled
 The buyer has to make the payment and the seller has to deliver the
securities
 In India, initially T+5 settlement cycle was introduces to replace weekly
settlement, which means transactions entered on day 1 had to be settled in
Day1 + 5 working days
 T+2 settlement cycle is currently in place.
 Advantages
 Quicker than weekly settlement
 Investors benefit from increased liquidity
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Book Building
 Process undertaken by a corporate to assess the demand for securities to
be issued
 Capital issuance process used in an IPO which aids price and demand
discovery
 Mechanism in which bids are collected from various investors at various
prices, above or equal to the floor price during the period when the book
for the IPO is open
 Offer / Issue price is determined after the bid closing date based on certain
evaluation criteria
 Investors who bid are categorized in three types
 Retail Individual investors (RIIs)
 Non Institutional investors (NIIs)
 Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs) includes MF
Book Building – Amendments
 MFs were not given any specific allocation with the QIB category earlier
 Now 5% of the 50% of net offer to public available for allocation to
QIBs is reserved for mutual funds
 If there is an inadequate response from MFs the shares are made
available to QIBs
 Proportinate allotment extended to QIBs
 Allotment to QIBs decided by the BRLM and the issuer company
 Whereas there is proportionate allotment to RII and NII categories
 The same is now extended to QIBs
 Margin Requirements for QIBs
 100% Margin requirment for NII and RII categories whereas no
margin requirement for the QIB category
 Now a 10% margin is required for the QIB category
Book Building – Drawbacks
 Book building does not always result in efficient price discovery because
the post listing prices are significantly lower than the prices arrived by the
book building process.
 Has not resulted in wide-spread shareholding as the ordinary investors do
not have the expertise to make an assessment of the valuation of the
shares nor any access to the book runner or syndicate member
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Difference between BB and fixed price process

“Delisting” of shares
 Company’s whose shares have been trading cease from trading
 As per SEBI guidelines, if the public holding dips below 10% of the voting
capital of the company, shares can be delisted.
 Offers when
 Substantial acquisition of shares and an exit offer is made and where
the public holding dips below requisite levels
 Company gets acquired or merged resulting in compulsory delisting
from the exchange
 When shares don’t trade for long periods on the exchanges
 A stock exchange may compulsorily delist the shares of a company
 No provision for exit route except that the exchanges allow
trading in the securities under the permitted category for a
period of one year after delisting
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Reverse Book Building (RBB)
 Process initiated when the company aims to buy the shares from the public
and other shareholders
 Provides an exit to shareholders who wish to sell their shares to the
promoters/acquirers
 In RBB, like book building book is kept open for a specific number of days
 Details like floor price, methodology to be adopted for a acceptable
price, period of open offer will be disclosed when the process
commences
 Exit price for delisting is set accordance with the RBB process
 The offer price will have a floor price which will be the average of 26
weeks traded price and will not have a ceiling price
 Market forces will decide price over the base price and the stock
exchanges will provide the infrastructure to ensure transparency
 To reduce risk of price manipulation, the scrip will be under watch by
stock exchanges
 If the price demanded by the shareholders in a RBB is more than what the
promoters are willing to pay RBB fails
Difference between RBB and Open Offer
 RBB is like a reverse bidding process in which shareholders specify the price
at which they will like to tender their shares
 Gives shareholders a say in the price at which the acquisition is made as the
shares have to be acquired at the price quoted by the maximum
shareholders participating in the issue
 Acquirer however has the right to withdraw the offer if he does not find the
shareholders price agreeable
 In contrast in an open offer, price is fixed on the basis of a pre-defined
formula linked to historical prices on the bourses where shareholders have
no say
 A price is announced by the acquirer and the shareholders can either
tender the shares in the offer or opt out of the offer if they don’t like the
price
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Buyback
 Buyback is a method to return surplus cash to shareholders, support share
prices during periods of temporary weakness and preventing a hostile
takeover
 Also a method to streamline the capital structure, swapping equity for debt
as well as reducing the number of shareholders
Stock Lending
 SEBI has introduced the Securities Lending and Borrowing Scheme in which
a person who has securities can lend them and another person who needs
them can borrow the same through intermediaries appointed by SEBI
 Lenders and borrowers of the securities enter into separate agreements
with the intermediary for lending and borrowing
 Lending and Borrowing is effected through the depository system
 An intermediary account has to be opened with a DP which is allowed only
after getting approval from SEBI and registering with SEBI under the
Securities Lending Scheme. The intermediary also has to obtain approval of
NSDL
Greenshoe option
 Relates to exercising the right that has been permitted through a earlier
agreement between the underwriter and the company to accept further
subscription from the public/investors
 Exercised only when the demand for the security is high
 Special feature of all Euro issues
Insider Trading
 Buying /selling of securities of a listed company by a director, management,
employee or any person who might have material non public information
 Activity done to profit at the expense of other shareholders
 Is punishable and unethical
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Participatory Notes (P-Notes)
 Offshore derivative instruments issued by registered FII against underlying
securities to overseas investors who wish to avoid registration hassles
 Underlying securities could be listed or proposed to be listed on one of the
stock exchanges in India
 Can only be issued in favour of those entities which are regulated by any
relevant authority in the countries of their incorporation or establishment,
subject to the compliance of “Know your client” requirement
 P-notes are used by foreign funds and investors who are not registered
with SEBI but are interested in taking exposure to Indian markets
Small Cap, Large Cap, Mid Cap and Penny Stocks
 Penny Stocks
 Mcap < 10 crores; Unknown to investors; trades at very low value;
traded by small group of investors
 Small Cap
 Mcap <100 crores; Lesser known companies; tomorrow’s midcaps;
Startups
 Mid Cap
 Mcap <2500 crores; Successful small caps; not so successful midcaps;
small base rapid growth visible; less volatile than small caps; lower
valuation than large caps
 Large Cap
 Mcap >2500 crores; Leaders in their segments; Industry giants;
Successful firms; trade with sufficient volume; valuations used as a
benchmark
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Embedded Derivatives
 Derivative as defined in paragraph 9 of IAS 39 states that it is a contract
that has the following features
 Value changes in response to a underlying
 Requires little or no initial investment
 Settles at a future date
 IAS 39 defines Embedded derivative as a component of a hybrid instrument
that also includes a non derivative host contract in such a way that some of
the cash flows of the combined instrument flow the pattern of a derivative
instrument
 Host contract can be a debt, equity instrument, a lease, an insurance
contract, normal sale or purchase contract, service agreements, loan
agreements
 Foreign Currency Derivatives are good examples of Embedded derivatives
 In terms of IAS 39, an embedded foreign currency derivative arises when
two companies enter into a sale or purchase contract in a currency that is
not the functional currency or a commonly used currency of any of the
parties to the contract
 IAS 39 requires that all derivatives must be recognized at fair value
 Requirement to separate embedded derivatives is designed to ensure that
the fair value of derivatives through P&L cannot be avoided by including in
another contract that itself is not carried at fair value through the P&L
 Embedded derivative is separated from the host contract and accounted
separately if
 Entire contract is not carried at fair value through P&L
 A separate instrument with the same terms would meet the
definition of a derivative
 Economic characteristics are not ‘closely related’ to those of the host
contract
 Companies need to take the following steps
 Review all outstanding contracts for possible embedded derivatives
 Determine whether embedded derivatives need to be accounted
separately
 Document risk management strategies and valuation policies
 Identify and document objectives in holding and issuing securities
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Money Market & Instruments
 Money market refers to the market for short term requirement and
deployment of funds.
 They normally have maturity less than one year.
 Can be quickly converted into money with minimum transaction cost.
 Major participants in money market include banks, mutual fund corporate
entities etc.
 Examples of money market instruments include call money, notice money,
repos, term money, treasury bills, certificate of deposits, commercial
papers, interbank participation certificates, inter-corporate deposits, swaps
etc.
Difference between capital market & money market
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Money Market Instruments
 Call/Notice Money
 Treasury Bills
 Term Money
 Certificate of Deposit
 Inter-corporate Deposit
 Commercial Papers
 Ready Forward Contracts
 Commercial Bills/ Money Market
Call/Notice Money
 It is an amount borrowed or lent on demand for a very short period
 Period between 1-14 days; it is called ‘Notice Money’ else ‘Call Money’
 No collateral required to cover these transactions
 Participants include RBI, Banks, PD’s and those who can lend financial
institutions like LIC, GIC, IDBI, NABARD, ICICI
 Enables banks and institutions to even out their day to day deficits and
surpluses of money
 Banks are allowed to participate in this market to adjust their CRR
 Non bank entities are not allowed in this market
 Interest rates are market determined
Treasury Bills
 Issued by central government against their short term borrowing
requirements
 Maturity ranging between 14-364 days
 Issued at discount to face value
 Normally sold via auctions
 Participants include Banks, Primary Dealers, State Governments, Provident
Funds, Financial Institutions, Insurance Companies, NBFC’s, FII, NRI, OBC
 Yield of T-Bill = [(F-P)/P] *[(365*100)/n]
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Inter-bank Term Money
 Inter-bank market for deposits of maturity beyond 14 days is referred to as
term money market
 Market is not very deep in this segment.
 Following are the reasons for development of term money market
 Declining spread in lending options
 Volatility in call money market with accompanying risks in running
asset/liability mismatches
 Growing desire for fixed interest rate borrowings by corporates
 Move towards fuller integration of forex and money markets
Certificate of Deposits
 Negotiable term deposit certificates issued by commercial banks/Financial
institutions at discount to face value
 Maturity ranging from 15days to 1 year
 Transfer of title is easy, by endorsement and delivery, as they are in the
form of promissory notes
 Issued by banks when deposit growth is sluggish and credit demand is high
 Generally considered high cost liabilities
 Interest rates are market determined.
 Banks are not allowed to grant loans against CD’s nor allowed to buy back
their own CD’s
 Minimum size is Rs 10L and then increases at interval of Rs 5L
 No Cap on the amount that can be raised and is subject to stamp duty
 CD’s are issued at discount and the discount amount is paid front end
 The yield to the investor or cost to the borrower is given by following
formulae
𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =

𝐷𝑀
1+
− 1 ∗ 100
𝑀 ∗ 100

𝐷 = 100 ∗

𝑟
𝑛
∗
100 12

 Where
 M is the maturity in months/days i.e either 12/n months or 365/days
 D is the discount paid front end
 R is the rate of discounting
 N is no of months/days
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Commercial Papers
 Rupee denominated short term unsecured negotiable promissory note
issued by Indian public sector & private sector companies
 Maturity varies between 15 days and one year with 91 days being most
commonly used
 Issued at discount to face value
 Issuer can buyback its own CP unlike CD
 Investors in CP include Individuals, Corporate, Unincorporated bodies,
insurance companies & banks
 Net worth & working capital limit of the issuing company should not be less
than Rs4Cr
 No prior approval of RBI is needed to issue CP
 All expenses related to issue of CP are borne by Issuer
 Issued in multiples of Rs5L and has stamp duty to be paid.
 Effective Yield = [(F-P)/P] *[(365*100)/n]
Repos & Reverse Repos
 It is an agreement between 2 parties to sell and repurchase the same
security at a fixed price on a specified date in future.
 Rate at which central bank (RBI) lends money to commercial banks in a
country is known as Repo Rate
 Rate at which commercial banks deposits money at central bank in is
known as Reverse Repo Rate
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